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Abstract
While Attention has come to be an important mechanism in deep learning, there
remains limited intuition for why it works so well. Here, we show that Transformer
Attention can be closely related under certain data conditions to Kanerva’s Sparse
Distributed Memory (SDM), a biologically plausible associative memory model.
We confirm that these conditions are satisfied in pre-trained GPT2 Transformer
models. We discuss the implications of the Attention-SDM map and provide new
computational and biological interpretations of Attention.

Introduction
Used most notably in the Transformer, Attention has helped deep learning to arguably approach
human level performance in various tasks with larger models continuing to boost performance
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the heuristic motivations that produced Attention leave open the
question of why it performs so well [1, 10]. Insights into why Attention is so effective would not
only make it more interpretable but also guide future improvements.
Much has been done to try and explain Attention’s success, including work showing that Transformer
representations map more closely to human brain recordings and inductive biases than other models
[11, 12]. Our work takes another step in this direction by showing the potential relationship between
Attention and biologically plausible neural processing at the level of neuronal wiring, providing a
novel mechanistic perspective behind the Attention operation. This potential relationship is created
by showing mathematically that Attention closely approximates Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM).
SDM is an associative memory model developed in 1988 to solve the “Best Match Problem”, where
we have a set of memories and want to quickly find the “best” match to any given query [13, 14]. In
the development of its solution, SDM respected fundamental biological constraints, such as Dale’s
law, that synapses are fixed to be either excitatory or inhibitory and cannot dynamically switch (see
Section 1 for an SDM overview and [13] or [15] for a deeper review). Despite being developed
independently of neuroanatomy, SDM’s biologically plausible solution maps strikingly well onto the
cerebellum [13, 16].1
Abstractly, the relationship between SDM and Attention exists because SDM’s read operation uses
intersections between high dimensional hyperspheres that approximate the exponential over sum of
exponentials that is Attention’s softmax function (Section 2). Establishing that Attention approximates
SDM mathematically, we then test it in pre-trained GPT2 Transformer models [3] (Section 3) and
simulations (Appendix B.7). We use the Query-Key Normalized Transformer variant [22] to directly
show that the relationship to SDM holds well. We then use original GPT2 models to help confirm
this result and make it more general.
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This cerebellar relationship is additionally compelling by the fact that cerebellum-like neuroanatomy exists
in many other organisms including numerous insects (eg. the Drosophila Mushroom Body) and potentially
cephalopods [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
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Using the SDM framework, we are able to go beyond Attention and interpret the Transformer
architecture as a whole, providing deeper intuition (Section 4). Motivated by this mapping between
Attention and SDM, we discuss how Attention can be implemented in the brain by summarizing
SDM’s relationship to the cerebellum (Section 5). In related work (Section 6), we link SDM to other
memory models [23, 24], including how SDM is a generalization of Hopfield Networks and, in turn,
how our results extend work relating Hopfield Networks to Attention [25, 26]. Finally, we discuss
limitations, and future research directions that could leverage our work (Section 7).

1

Review of Kanerva’s SDM

Here, we present a short overview of SDM. A deeper review on the motivations behind SDM and
the features that make it biologically plausible can be found in [13, 15]. SDM provides an algorithm
for how memories (patterns) are stored in, and retrieved from, neurons in the brain. There are three
primitives that all exist in the space of n dimensional binary vectors:
Patterns (p) - have two components: the pattern address, pµa ∈ {0, 1}n , is the vector representation
of a memory; the pattern “pointer”, pµp ∈ {0, 1}n , is bound to the address and points to itself when
autoassociative or to a different pattern address when heteroassociative. A heteroassociative example
is memorizing the alphabet where the pattern address for the letter a points to pattern address b, b
points to c etc. For tractability in analyzing SDM, we assume our pattern addresses and pointers are
random. There are m patterns and they are indexed by the superscript µ ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Neurons (x) - in showing SDM’s relationship to Attention it is sufficient to know there are r neurons
with fixed addresses xτa ∈ {0, 1}n that store a set of all patterns written to them. Each neuron will
sum over its set of patterns to create a superposition. This creates minimal noise interference between
patterns because of the high dimensional nature of the vector space and enables all patterns to be
stored in an n dimensional storage vector denoted xτv ∈ Zn+ , constrained to the positive integers.
Their biologically plausible features are outlined in [13, 15]. When we assume our patterns are
random, we also assume our neuron addresses are randomly distributed. Of the 2n possible vectors in
our binary vector space, SDM is “sparse” because it assumes that r ≪ 2n neurons exist in the space.
Query (ξ) - is the input to SDM, denoted ξ ∈ {0, 1}n . The goal in the Best Match Problem is to return
the pattern pointer stored at the closest pattern address to the query. We will often care about the
maximum noise corruption that can be applied to our query, while still having it read out the correct
pattern. An autoassociative example is wanting to recognize familiar faces in poor lighting. Images
of faces we have seen before are patterns stored in memory and our query is a noisy representation of
one of the faces. We want SDM to return the noise-free version of the queried face, assuming it is
stored in memory.
SDM uses the Hamming distance metric between any two vectors defined: d(a, b) := 1Tn |a − b|.
The all ones vector 1n is of n dimensions and |a − b| takes the absolute value of the element-wise
difference between the binary vectors. When it is clear what two vectors the Hamming distance is
between, we will sometimes use the shorthand dv := d(a, b).
The Hamming distance is crucial for determining how many neurons read and write operations are
distributed across. The optimal Hamming distance for the read and write circles denoted d∗ , depends
upon the number and distribution of patterns in the vector space and what the memories are being
used for (e.g. maximizing the number of memories that can be stored versus the memory system’s
robustness to query noise). We provide three useful reference d∗ values, using equations outlined in
Appendix B.5. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) optimal d∗SNR maximizes the probability a noise-free
query will return its target pattern [15]. The memory capacity optimal d∗Mem maximizes the number of
memories that can be stored with a certain retrieval probability and also assumes a noise-free query.
The critical distance d∗CD maximizes, for a given number of patterns, the amount of noise that can be
applied to a query such that it will converge to its correct pattern [15].
These d∗ s are only approximate reference points for later comparisons to Transformer Attention, first
and foremost because they assume random patterns to make their derivations tractable. In addition,
Transformer Attention will not be optimizing for just one of these objectives, and likely interpolates
between these optimal d∗ s as it wants to have both a good critical distance to handle noisy queries and
a reasonable memory capacity. These optimal d∗ are a function of n, r and m. For the Transformer
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Attention setting [1], where n = 64, r = 2n and m ≤ 1024, d∗SNR = 11, d∗Mem = 5, d∗CD = 15, as
derived in Appendix B.5.

Figure 1: Summarizing the SDM read and write operations. Top Row three patterns being written
into nearby neurons. 1. The first write operation; 2. Patterns are stored inside nearby neurons and the
original pattern location is shown; 3. Writing a second pattern; 4. Writing a third pattern and neurons
storing a superposition of multiple patterns. Bottom Row shows two isomorphic perspectives of
the read operation. Neuron view (left) shows the query reading from nearby neurons with the inset
showing the number of times each pattern is read. The four blue patterns are a majority which would
result in one step convergence. Pattern view (right) is crucial to relating SDM to Attention and defined
in Eq. 1 below. We abstract away the neurons by assuming they are uniformly distributed through the
space. This allows us to consider the circle intersection between the query and the original locations
of each pattern where blue has the largest circle intersection.

1.1

SDM Read Operation

For the connection to Attention we focus on the SDM read operation and briefly summarize the
write operation: all patterns write their pointers pp in a distributed fashion to all neuron addresses
located within Hamming distance d. This means that eachP
neuron will store a superposition of
pattern pointers from those pattern addresses within d: xτv = {p:d(pµa ,xτa )≤d,∀µ} pp . Having stored
patterns in a distributed fashion across nearby neurons, SDM’s read operation retrieves stored pattern
pointers from all neurons within distance d of the query and averages them. This average is effectively
weighted because the same patterns have distributed storage across multiple neurons being read from.
The pattern weighting will be higher for those patterns with addresses nearer the query because they
have written their pointers to more neurons the query reads from. Geometrically, this weighting of
each pattern can be interpreted as the intersection of radius d circles2 that are centered on the query
and each pattern address pµa for all µ. A high level overview of the SDM read and write operations is
shown in Fig. 1.
The 2n possible neurons that have both stored this pattern’s pointer pp and been read by ξ is:
|On (pa , d) ∩ On (ξ, d)|, where | · | is the cardinality operator and On (ξ, d) = {xa ∈ {0, 1}n :
d(ξ, xa ) ≤ d} is the set of all possible neuronal addresses xa within radius d of ξ. Mathematically,
2

In this binary space, the Hamming distance around a vector is in fact a hypercube
but the vertices of an n
√
dimensional unit cube lie on the surface of an n dimensional sphere with radius n/2 and we refer to this as a
circle because of our two dimensional diagrams. We adopt this useful analogy, taken from Kanerva’s book on
SDM [13], throughout the paper.
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SDM’s read operation sums over each pattern’s pointer, weighted by its query circle intersection:
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and g acts elementwise on vectors. The denominator normalizes all of the weights so they sum to
1 in the numerator and enables computing if the element-wise majority value is a 0 or 1, using the
function g(·). Intuitively, the query will converge to the nearest “best” pattern because it will have
the largest circle intersection weighting. The output of the SDM read operation is written as updating
the query ξ → ξ new so that it can (but is not required to) apply the read operation iteratively if full
convergence to its “best match” pattern is desired and was not achieved in one update.
The circle intersection (derived in Appendix B.1) is calculated as a function of the Hamming radius
for the read and write operations d, the dimensionality n, and the vector distance between the query
and pattern: dv = d(pa , ξ), so we use the shorthand I(dv , d, n):
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⌋ c=max(0,n−d−a)

Eq. 2 sums over the number of possible binary vectors that can exist at every location inside the circle
intersection. Taking inspiration from [27], this is a new and more interpretable derivation of the circle
intersection than that originally developed [13]. Eq. 2 is approximately exponential for the closest,
most important patterns where d(pa , ξ) ≤ 2d, which is crucial to how SDM approximates Attention.
This is shown for a representative instance of SDM in Fig. 2. The details of this approximation
are provided in Appendix B.2, but at a high level the binomial coefficients can be represented as
binomial distributions and then approximated by normal distributions that contain exponentials. With
the correctly chosen constants, c1 and c2 , that are independent of the vector distance d(pa , ξ), we
can make the following approximation:


I d(pa , ξ), d, n ≈ c1 exp − c2 · d(pa , ξ)
(3)

Figure 2: (Left) SDM’s read operation using the Hamming radius d (for reading and writing) and
the vector distance dv = d(ξ, pµa ). Recall that during the write operation, pattern addresses pµa write
their pattern pointer pµp to neurons located at the addresses xτa (denoted here as black dots) within
radius d. During the read operation, the query ξ reads from each neuron within radius d, thus creating
an intersection. (Right) As dv between the query and pattern increases (x-axis), the size of their circle
intersection falls approximately exponentially (y-axis). We use Eq. 2 with n = 64 and d∗SNR = 11,
while varying dv up to the distance of dv = 2d beyond which point there is no circle intersection.
We plot the y-axis on a log scale to show how, because the curve is approximately linear, the circle
intersection is approximately exponential. See Appendix B.2 for a formal analysis of the exponential
approximation the circle intersection creates that is robust across parameters n, d, and r.
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Attention Approximates SDM

To be able to handle a large number of patterns, we let the pattern address matrix with each pattern as
1
2
m
a column be: Pa = [p1a , p2a , ..., pm
a ] with pointers Pp = [pp , pp , ..., pp ].
The Attention update rule [1] using its original notation is:

ξ new = V softmax(βK T Q) = (Wv Y )softmax β(Wk Y )T (Wq q) ,
where K, V , and Q symbolize the "key", "value", and “query” matrices, respectively. q is a single
query vector
Pnand Y represents the raw patterns to be stored in memory. The softmax(βx)√=
exp(βx)/ i=1 exp(βxi ), where the exponential acts element-wise and Attention sets β = 1/ n.
Softmax normalizes a vector of values to sum to 1 and gives the largest values the most weight due to
the exponential function, to what extent depending on β. We can re-write this using our notation,
including distinguishing continuous vectors in Rn from binary ones by putting a tilde above them:
ξ̃

new

T
= P˜p softmax(β P˜a ξ̃).

(4)

We write K = Wk Y = P̃a as the raw input patterns Y are projected by the learnt weight matrix
Wk into the SDM vector space to become the addresses P̃a . Similarly, V = Wv Y = P̃p and
Q = Wq q = ξ̃.
Showing the approximation between SDM Eq. 1 and Attention Eq. 4 requires two steps: (i) Attention
must L2 normalize its vectors. This is a small step because the Transformer already uses LayerNorm
[28] before and after its Attention operation that we later relate to L2 normalization; (ii) A β
coefficient for the softmax exponential must be chosen such that it closely approximates the almost
exponential decay of SDM’s circle intersection calculation.
To proceed, we define a map from binary vectors a, b to L2 normalized continuous vectors â, b̂,
h(a) = â, such that for any pair of pattern addresses the following holds:

n
d(a, b) = ⌊ 1 − âT b̂ ⌋,
(5)
2
where ⌊·⌋ is the floor operator. We assume that this map exists, at least approximately. This map
allows us to relate the binary SDM circle intersection (Eq. 2) to the exponential used in Attention
(Eq. 4) by plugging it into the exponential approximation of Eq. 3:


 n

 
n
I d(pa , ξ), d, n = I ⌊ (1 − p̂Ta ξ̂)⌋, d, n ≈ c1 exp − c2 ⌊ 1 − p̂Ta ξ̂ ⌋
2
2

≈ c3 exp β p̂Ta ξ̂ ,
(6)
where c3 encompasses the constants outside of the exponential. We replaced the remaining constants
in the exponential with β, that is a function of n and d and is an approximation due to the floor
operation.
Finally, these results allow us to show the relationship between Attention and SDM:
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p∈P
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≈ P
T
n
T
p∈P exp(β p̂a ξ̂)
p∈P I ⌊ 2 (1 − p̂a ξ̂)⌋, d, n
Alternatively, instead of converting cosine similarity to Hamming distance to use the circle intersection
Eq. 2 in binary vector space, we can extend SDM to operate with L2 normalized pattern and neuron
addresses (Appendix B.3).3 This continuous SDM circle intersection closely matches its binary
counterpart in being approximately exponential:


2d 
Ic p̂Ta ξ̂, 1 − , n ≈ c4 exp βc p̂Ta ξ̂ .
(8)
n
3
Pattern pointers can point to a different vector space and thus do not need to be L2 normalized. However, in
canonical SDM they point to pattern addresses in the same space so we write them as also being L2 normalized
in our equations.
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We use Ic to denote this continuous intersection, use Eq. 5 to map our Hamming d to cosine similarity,
and use coefficients c4 and βc to acknowledge their slightly different values. Then, we can also relate
Attention as we did in Eq. 7 to continuous SDM as follows:
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 .
ξ̃
= P̂p softmax(β P̂aT ξ̂) = P
≈ P
(9)
T
T ξ̂, 1 − 2d , n
I
p̂
p∈P exp(β p̂a ξ̂)
c
a
p∈P
n
We have written Attention with L2 normalized vectors and expanded out the softmax operation
to show that it is approximated when we replace the exponential weights by either the binary or
continuous SDM circle intersections (Eqs. 7 and 9, respectively). The right hand side of Eq. (7) is
identical to Eq. 2 aside from using continuous, L2 normed vectors and dropping the elementwise
majority function g(·) that ensured our output was a binary vector. In the Transformer, while the
new
Attention equation does not contain any post-processing function to its query update ξ̃
, it is then
post-processed by going through a linear projection and LayerNorm [1] and can be related to g(·).
To fit β to binary SDM, we convert the Hamming distances into cosine similarity using Eq. 5 and use
a univariate log linear regression:


log I d(pa , ξ), d, n ≈ log(c3 ) + β(p̂Ta ξ̂).
(10)
We expect the exponential behavior to break at some point, if only for the reason that if d(pa , ξ) ≥ 2d
the circle intersection becomes zero. However, closer patterns are those that receive the largest
weights and “attention” such that they dominate in the update rule and are the most important.
In Fig. 3, we plot the softmax approximation to binary and continuous SDM for our smallest optimal
d∗Mem = 5 and largest d∗CD = 15 to show not only the quality of the approximations but also how
many orders of magnitude smaller the normalized weights are when d(pa , ξ) > d. For these plots,
we plug into our binary circle intersection equation each possible Hamming distance from 0 to
64 when n = 64 and converting Hamming distance to cosine similarity, doing the same for our
continuous circle intersection. Here use our binary intersection values to fit β, creating the exponential
approximation. To focus our exponential approximation on the most important, closest patterns, we
fit our regression to those patterns d(pa , ξ) < d and allow it to extrapolate to the remaining values.
We then normalize the values and plot them along with an smaller inset plot in log space to better
show the exponential relationship. In both plots, looking at the log inset plot first, the point at which
the circle intersection in blue ceases to exist or be exponential corresponds to a point in the main
normalized plot where the weights are ≈ 0.
The number of neurons r and how well they cover the pattern manifold are important considerations
that will determine SDM’s performance and degree of approximation to Attention. Increasing the
number of neurons in the circle intersection can be accomplished by increasing the number of
neurons in existence, ensuring they cover the pattern manifold, and reducing the dimensionality of the
manifold to increase neuron density.4 In SDM’s original formulation, it was assumed that neuronal
addresses were randomly distributed and fixed in location, however, extensions to SDM [29] have
proposed biologically plausible competitive learning algorithms to learn the manifold [30]. To ensure
the approximations to SDM are tight, we test random and correlated patterns in an autoassociative
retrieval task across different numbers of neurons and SDM variants (Appendix B.7). These variants
include SDM implemented using simulated neurons and the Attention approximation with a fitted
β.5 To summarize, Attention closely approximates the SDM update rule when it uses L2 normed
continuous vectors and a correctly chosen β.

3

Trained Attention Converges with SDM

For many instantiations of SDM, there exists a β that can be found via the log linear regression Eq.
10 that makes Attention approximate it well. However, depending on the task at hand, there are
instantiations of SDM that are better than others as highlighted by the different d∗ optimal values. If
4
This can be done by learning weight projection matrices like in Attention to make the manifold lower
dimensional and also increase separability between patterns.
5
The code for running these experiments, other analyses, and reproducing all figures is available at https:
//github.com/trentbrick/attention-approximates-sdm.
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Figure 3: Representative plots showing the relationships in Eqs. 7 and 9 between the softmax
approximation (green) and the normalized binary (blue) and continuous (orange) circle intersections
using Transformer Attention parameters. Here the softmax approximation uses the Eq. 10 regression
to fit its β to binary SDM. We use Eq. 5 to relate Hamming distance and cosine similarity for
our vector distances on the x-axis. The insets use a log y-axis to show the circle intersections
are approximately exponential when d(pa , ξ) ≤ 2d. (Left) Uses d∗Mem = 5, corresponding to the
Hamming distance reading and writing to p = 4e − 13 of the vector space. (Right) Uses d∗CD = 15.
These results hold well for other values of n and d but we focus on the Attention setting.

Attention in the Transformer model is implementing SDM, we should expect for trained Attention to
use βs that correspond to reasonable instances of SDM. We use as reference points these optimal d∗ s.
Attention learns useful pattern representations
that are far from random so this SDM β that fits
the optimal d∗ s are only a weak reference for
what β values might be reasonable. However,
because these d∗ definitions of optimality span
from maximizing convergence with query noise,
to maximizing memory capacity with noise free
queries, we should expect the Transformer dealing with noisy queries and wanting reliable retrieval to interpolate between these d∗ values.
Here, we provide empirical evidence that this
is indeed the case. We analyze the β coefficients learnt by the “Query-Key Normalization”
Transformer Attention variant [22]. Query-Key
Figure 4: Histogram showing learned β coeffiNormalization makes it straightforward to find
cients for all Attention heads across layers for the
β because it is learnt via backpropagation and
5 translation tasks used in [22]. We plot the β valeasy to interpret because it uses cosine similarity
ues for Attention that approximate the different d∗
between the query and key vectors. To further
definitions showing how the βs are interpolating
evaluate the convergence between Attention and
between them. βCD is optimal for critical distance
SDM β coefficients and make it more general,
(maximum noise for each query); βSN R is optimal
we also investigate the GPT2 architecture [3].
for Signal-to-Noise ratio. This assumes there is
However, in this case we need to infer “effective”
no query noise and SDM wants to minimize noise
β values from the size of query key dot products
from other queries. βM em maximizes memory cain the softmax. This makes these results, outpacity and also assumes no query noise.
lined in Appendix A.2, more approximate but
they remain largely in agreement with the learnt βs of Query-Key Norm.
The Query-Key Norm Attention heads learn β ∈ [10, 25] as shown in Fig. 4.6 Note that the whole
range of β ∈ [10, 25] interpolates between the d∗ values well, in particular with the critical distance
optimal that realistically assumes noisy queries and the SNR optimal, where having a high signal to
noise ratio is desirable for both memory capacity and critical distance (see Appendix B.5).
6

These values were graciously provided by the authors of [22] in private correspondence for their trained
Transformer models.
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In requiring that Attention vectors be L2 normalized and β fitted, SDM predicted Query-Key Norm.
This is interesting because Query-Key Norm has evidence of improving Transformer performance
and training speed [22, 31]. We say more about its advantages and caveats in Appendix A.1.

4

Transformer Components Interpreted with SDM

We can leverage how Attention approximates SDM to interpret many components of the Transformer
architecture.7 This exercise demonstrates the explanatory power of SDM and, in relating it to
additional unique Transformer components, widens the bridge upon which ideas related to SDM and
neuroscience can cross into deep learning and vice versa.
A crucial component of the Transformer is its Feed Forward (FF) layer that is interleaved with the
Attention layers and uses approximately 2/3rds of the Transformer’s parameter budget [1]. Attention’s
Transformer implementation and SDM deviate importantly in Attention’s use of ephemeral patterns
from the current receptive field. In order to model temporal dependencies beyond the receptive field,
we want Attention to be able to store persistent memories. Work has compellingly shown that the FF
layers store these persistent memories [32, 33, 34]. SDM can be interpreted as this FF layer because
in [32] the FF layer was substituted with additional, persistent key and value vectors that Attention
learnt independently rather than projecting from its current inputs. This substitution performed on par
with the FF layer which, combined with deeper analysis in [33], shows the FF layers are performing
Attention with long term memories and thus can be directly interpreted as SDM.
Another crucial component of the Transformer is its use of LayerNorm [28, 35, 1]. LayerNorm has a
natural interpretation by SDM as implementing a similar constraint to L2 normalization. However,
while it ensures all of the vectors are on the same scale such that their dot products are comparable
to each other, it does not constrain these dot products to the interval [−1, 1] like cosine similarity.
In addition to providing an interpretation for the importance of LayerNorm, this discrepancy has
led to two insights: First, as previously mentioned, it predicted that Query-Key Normalization
could be a useful inductive bias (more details in Appendix A.1). Second, it has provided caution to
interpretations of Attention weights. Fig. 8 of Appendix A.3 shows that there are many value vectors
that receive very small amounts of attention but have large L2 norms that dominate the weighted
summation of value vectors. This makes it misleading to directly interpret Attention weights without
L2 normalization of the value vectors and this has not been done in work including [1, 36, 37, 38].
Beyond helping future interpretations of Attention, we tested L2 normalized value vectors as a
potentially useful inductive bias by training a GPT2 model with it. Our results showed that this did
not change performance but L2 normalization should still be performed in cases where the Attention
weights will be interpreted. See Appendix A.3 for a full discussion.
Finally, multi-headed Attention is a Transformer component where multiple instantiations of Attention
operate at the same hierarchical level and have their outputs combined. Multi-heading allows SDM to
model probabilistic outputs, providing an interpretation for why it benefits Attention. For example, if
we are learning a sequence that can go "A → B" and "A → Z" with equal probability, we can have
one SDM module learn each transition. By combining their predictions we correctly assign equal
probability to each. This probabilistic interpretation could explain evidence showing that Attention
heads pay attention to different inputs and why some are redundant post training [39, 40, 10].
An important difference between SDM and the Transformer that remains to be reconciled is in the
Transformer’s hierarchical stacking of Attention. This is because, unlike in the traditional SDM
setting where the pattern addresses (keys) and pattern pointers (values) are known in advance and
written into memory, this cannot be done for layers of SDM beyond the first that will need to learn
latent representations for its pattern addresses and pointers (keys and values). Transformer Attention
solves this problem by learning its higher level keys and values, treating each input token as its own
query to generate a new latent representation that is then projected into keys and values [1]. This does
not mean SDM would fail to benefit from hierarchy. As a concrete example, the operations of SDM
are related to the hierarchical operations of [41]. More broadly, we believe thinking about how to learn
the latent keys and values for the higher levels of SDM could present new Transformer improvements.
A key breakthrough of the recent Performer architecture that highlights the arbitrariness of the original
Transformer solution is its use of a reduced set of latent keys and values [42].
7

For a summary of the components that make up the full Transformer architecture see Fig. 9 of Appendix

A.4.
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5

A Biologically Plausible Implementation of Attention

Here, we provide an overview of SDM’s biological plausibility to provide a biologically plausible
implementation of Attention. SDM’s read and write operations have non trivial connectivity requirements described in [13, 15]. Every neuron must: (i) know to fire if it is within d Hamming distance
of an input; (ii) uniquely update each element of its storage vector when writing in a new pattern; (iii)
output its storage vector during reading using shared output lines so that all neuron outputs can be
summed together.
Unique architectural features of the cerebellar cortex can implement all of these requirements,
specifically via the three way convergence between granule cells, climbing fibers and Purkinje
cells: (i) all granule cells receive inputs from the same mossy fibers to check if they are within
d of the incoming query or pattern; (ii) each granule cell has a very long parallel fiber that stores
memories in synapses with thousands of Purkinje cells [43], updated by LTP/LTD (Long Term
Potentiation/Depression) from joint firing with climbing fibers; (iii) all granule cells output their
stored memories via their synapses to the Purkinje cells that perform the summation operation and use
their firing threshold to determine if the majority bit was a 1 or 0, outputting the new query [13, 15].
Moreover, the Drosophila mushroom body is highly similar to the cerebellum and the previous cell
labels for each function can be replaced with Kenyon cells, dopaminergic neurons, and mushroom
body output neurons, respectively [17].
While SDM fits the unique features of the cerebellum well, this connection has limitations. Explanations for some of the original model’s limitations have been put forward to account for sparse
dendritic connections of Granule cells [44] and the functions of at least two of the three inhibitory
interneurons: Golgi, Stellate and Basket cells [29, 45]. However, there are futher challenges that
remain, including better explanations of the inputs to the mossy and climbing fibers and outputs from
the Purkinje cells; in particular, how the mossy and climbing fiber inputs synchronize for the correct
spike time dependent plasticity [46]. Another phenomenon that SDM does not account for is the
ability of Purkinje cells to store the time intervals associated with memories [47]. Further research is
necessary to update the state of SDM’s biological plausibility with modern neuroscientific findings.

6

Related Work

Previous work showed that the modern Hopfield Network, when made continuous and optimized
differently, becomes Attention [25, 26]. This result was one motivation for this work because
Hopfield Networks are another associative memory model. In fact, it has been shown that SDM is a
generalization of the original Hopfield Network (Appendix B.6) [29]. While SDM is a generalization
of Hopfield Networks, their specific discrepancies provide different perspectives on Attention. Most
notably, Hopfield Networks assume symmetric weights that create an energy landscape, which can be
powerfully used in convergence proofs, including showing that one step convergence is possible for
the modern Hopfield Network, and by proxy, Attention and SDM when it is a close approximation
[25, 26]. However, these symmetric weights come at the cost of biological plausibility that SDM
provides in addition to its geometric framework and relation to Vector Symbolic Architectures
[29, 48].
Other works have tried to reinterpret or remove the softmax operation from Attention because the
normalizing constant can be expensive to compute [49, 50]. However, while reducing computational
cost, these papers show that removing the softmax operation harms performance. Meanwhile, SDM
not only shows how Attention can be written as a Feedforward model [15] but also reveals that through
simple binary read and write operations, (the neuron is either within Hamming/cosine distance or it’s
not) the softmax function emerges with no additional computational cost.
Since the publication of SDM, there have been a number of advancements not only to SDM specifically, but also through the creation of related associative memory algorithms under the name of
“Vector Symbolic Architectures” [51]. Advancements to SDM include using integer rather than binary
vectors [52], handling correlated patterns [29], and hierarchical data storage [53]. Vector Symbolic
Architectures, most notably Holographic Reduced Representations, have ideas that can be related
back to SDM and the Transformer in ways that may be fruitful [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
The use of external memory modules in neural networks has been explored most notably with the
Neural Turing Machine (NTM) and its followup, the Differentiable Neural Computer (DNC) [23, 60].
In order to have differentiable read and write operations to the external memory, they use the softmax
9

function. This, combined with their use of cosine similarity between the query and memory locations,
makes both models closely related to SDM. A more recent improvement to the NTM and DNC
directly inspired by SDM is the Kanerva Machine [24, 61, 62, 63]. However, the Kanerva Machine
remains distinct from SDM and Attention because it does not apply the a Hamming distance threshold
on the cosine similarity between its query and neurons. Independent of these discrepancies, we
believe relating these alternative external memory modules to SDM presents a number of interesting
ideas that will be explored in future work.

7

Discussion

The result that Attention approximates SDM should enable more cross pollination of ideas between
neuroscience, theoretical models of associative learning, and deep learning. Considering avenues for
future deep learning research, SDM’s relationship to Vector Symbolic Architectures is particularly
compelling because they can apply logical and symbolic operations on memories that make SDM
more powerful [55, 64, 65, 66, 67]. SDM and its relation to the brain can inspire new research in not
only deep learning but also neuroscience, because of the empirical success of the Transformer and its
relation to the cerebellum, via SDM.
Our results serve as a new example for how complex deep learning operations can be approximated
by, and mapped onto, the functional attributes and connectivity patterns of neuronal populations. At
a time when many new neuroscientific tools are mapping out uncharted neural territories, we hope
that more discoveries along the lines of this work connecting deep learning to the brain will be made
[68, 69, 70].
Limitations While our work shows a number of convergences between SDM, Attention, and full
Transformer models, these relationships remain approximate. The primary approximation is the link
between SDM and Attention that exists not only in SDM’s circle intersection being approximately
exponential but also its use of a binary rather than continuous space. Another approximation is
between optimal SDM Hamming radii d∗ and Attention β coefficients. This is because we assume
patterns are random to derive the d∗ values. Additionally, in the GPT2 Transformer models we must
infer their effective β values. Finally, there is only an approximate relationship between SDM and
the full Transformer architecture, specifically with its Feed Forward and LayerNorm components.

8

Conclusion

We have shown that the Attention update rule closely approximates SDM when it L2 norms its
vectors and has an appropriate β coefficient. This result has been shown to hold true in both
theory and empirical evaluation of trained Transformer models. SDM predicts that Transformers
should normalize their key, query and value vectors, preempting the development of Query-Key
Normalization and adding nuance to the interpretation of Attention weights. We map SDM onto
the Transformer architecture as a whole, relate it to other external memory implementations, and
highlight extensions to SDM. By discussing how SDM can be mapped to specific brain architectures,
we provide a potential biological implementation of Transformer Attention. Thus, our work highlights
another link between deep learning and neuroscience.
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Transformer Convergence with SDM
Query Key Normalization

For Attention to approximate SDM, it must L2 normalize its vectors. Instead of L2 normalization the
Transformer uses LayerNorm and this has been shown to be crucial to its performance [28, 1, 35]. If
the Transformer works well because it approximates SDM then addressing this discrepancy could
improve the Transformer. It turns out this idea to L2 normalize the query and key vectors was
already tested by “Query-Key Normalization” and is the culmination of previous attempts to improve
upon LayerNorm [71, 72]. Query-Key Norm has shown performance improvements on five small
translation datasets and a pseudo-code generation task but these improvements were not dramatic
and it still needs to be tested on additional larger datasets [22, 31]. In the context of the default
Transformer already learning roughly the correct dot product interval that is suggestive of LayerNorm
and the learned projection matrices approximating L2 normalization, as is shown in Appendix A.2, it
makes sense that Query-Key Norm is a useful but not dramatically important inductive bias. Note
that Query-Key Norm as developed still retained pre-Attention LayerNorm. It must be empirically
validated but we hypothesize this is unneccesary and to not have affected the results.
Nevertheless, Query-Key Norm remains promisingly convergent with SDM’s requirement of L2
normalization for cosine similarities and the βs it learns via backpropagation. Moreover, independent
of task performance, if Query-Key Norm can remove the need for the LayerNorm to learn 2n
parameters and make Transformer training both more stable and fast by removing learning rate
warmup, these will be substantive contributions to training speed, memory, and computational costs
[71, 28].
A.2

GPT2 SDM Approximation

In continuous SDM we assume vectors are L2 normalized so their dot product lies within the interval
[−1, 1] and the β coefficient is used to determine d for read and write operations. However, instead
16

of changing β we can fix it and change the size of our vector norms. The magnitude of the vector dot
product can then give us an “effective” β value and is the route
√ the original Transformer architecture
takes using unconstrained vector norms and a fixed β = 1/ n.
Computing the effective β for the original pre-trained GPT2 models requires trying to infer the
maximum vector norms used by putting many inputs into the model. This is a less accurate approach
than using cosine similarity and learning the β coefficient via backprop as “Query-Key Normalization”
did [22]. While this approach gives results that are noisier and harder to interpret, they are in general
agreement with those from the more exact Query-Key Normalization analysis. Therefore, these results
lend additional support for the Transformer learning to use “effective” βs that not only approximate
instantances of SDM well but in particular instances of SDM that are optimal in various ways under
the random pattern assumption.
We used the “small”, 117M parameter and “large”, 774M parameter pre-trained GPT2 models
provided by [3]. The GPT2 architecture was selected because it has produced some of the most
compelling results in natural language processing and more recently on image tasks [8, 5] with
larger models continuing to give improvements [9, 3, 4, 73]. In addition, the HuggingFace API
(https://huggingface.co/transformers/index.html) made this analysis reasonably straightforward.
The models were given eight diverse text prompts for which the dot products of the keys and queries
after their projections by the weight matrices were computed. An example text prompt could be:
“Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM), is a biologically plausible form of associative memory”. The
inputs actually used are much longer and can be found in the file “text_inputs.txt” of our GitHub
repo.
√
After computing the magnitude of the dot product and multiplying it by the fixed β = 1/ n to get
the magnitude of the input to the softmax (referred to as “softmax input"), we look for the largest
magnitude produced by any text input for each Attention head that determines the effective β. This
is because the largest input sets the maximum interval such that if we pretended the vectors were
giving a cosine similarity between [−1, 1], the scaling of this interval would be represented as the
β coefficient. We care about the positive values because of the shape of the exponential function
where exp(x > 0) ∈ [1, ∞] and exp(x ≤ 0) ∈ [0, 1] (assuming β > 0) such that its interaction with
positive inputs is far more significant in determining the shape of the exponential and its range of
outputs. These positive values also correspond to vectors that are closer than orthogonal to the query
and will have the largest attention weights.
Figure 5 shows that both of the pre-trained GPT2 models produce effective βs across all of their
Attention layers, and texts for each head on the interval [3, 71] with almost all βs in the interval
[3, 12]. Note that to produce a correct effective β, both the LayerNorm parameters and the vector
projection matrices, Wk and Wq used before the softmax operation must be correctly calibrated
[28]. These βs are smaller than those used in Query-Key Norm and correspond to larger Hamming
radii d, however they are lower bounds on the true βs because of the need for inputs to infer the
maximum dot product magnitude where many of these inputs are far from the maximum cosine
similarity with the query. The fact that many patterns in the vector space will not be at the minimum
or maximum cosine similarities (if they were L2 normed) can be seen in Fig. 6 where the distribution
of cosine similarities multiplied by beta is almost symmetric about the orthogonal 0 distance and has
a steep drop off around this value, like the binomial distribution of Hamming distances centered at
the orthogonal distance that random vectors obey.
In Fig. 7 we provide another perspective on the effective βs of the Transformer by showing their
distribution across layers. For each layer we take the maximum softmax input for a given text prompt
for each head. We then take the mean of this maximum for each head and plot this for each text input.
Across all inputs for both small and large GPT2 we see the same pattern where the effective β starts
off large then dips before spiking and dropping off again. Recall that larger βs correspond to smaller
Hamming distances that read to and write from fewer patterns. As validation of our analytic approach,
we see a similar result in [25] for their BERT model (see Figure A.3 on pg. 74 of [25]), aside from
their very first layer.8 In both models the middle layers have a sudden spike where they look at very
few patterns while the final layers look at a larger number of patterns. In our GPT2 analysis the very

8

This difference in the first layer βs could be explained by the fact that GPT2 does not apply LayerNorm
before its first Attention layer attention operation while BERT does [3, 74, 28].
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Figure 5: Histogram showing the maximum softmax input, defined as the “effective” β for the GPT2
Small and Large models aggregated across all text data for all heads and layers. Because of the
need for inputs to infer their dot product magnitude and that many of these inputs will be far from
maximum cosine similarity, we assume these βs are lower bounds on their true values. Nevertheless,
they remain quite convergent across heads with that of Query-Key Norm.

Figure 6: This figure shows the size of the softmax inputs to the models aggregated across all layers,
heads, and text inputs. It is clear that the key and query are further away than the orthogonal distance
a majority of the time because a majority of values are < 0. For both GPT2-small and GPT2-large
there is an approximately normal distribution centered almost at zero but GPT2-small has a leftward
skew we do not know the reason for.
first layer also looks at few patterns while in the BERT analysis they look at the largest number of
patterns.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The effective β values for (a) GPT2-small and (b) GPT2-large are not far off those from
Query-Key Norm Fig. 4. This is the mean of the maximum softmax input seen across all heads,
plotted for each layer and text input. This pattern of the effective β starting off large, then dropping
before spiking and falling off again matches that of the BERT model analyzed in [25] (for all but
the first layer). The dotted red lines are the d∗ optimal β values where we leave out the memory
optimal β = 35.5 as it would distort the y-axis too much as was also much larger than the largest
learned βs in Query-Key Norm Fig. 4. The first text input (blue line) has smaller values because it is
a short text passage, only using 195 tokens as its input, while all other inputs use >700 tokens. This is
an example of how we need to use many, long text inputs in order to infer the largest inputs to the
softmax. Recall that a larger β corresponds to a smaller hamming distance, d.
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A.3

Transformer L2 Value Vector Normalization Is Crucial For Interpreting Attention
Weights

The need to L2 norm the value vector of Attention for it to approximate SDM has highlighted a
discrepancy in the Transformer. Attention does a weighted sum of the value vectors but this sum can
be skewed by the different norms of the value vectors. Using GPT2, we investigated the relationship
between the attention weight and the L2 norm of different tokens, finding a bias shown in Fig. 8
where low attention value vectors can have much larger norms. This bias enables certain low attention
inputs to “skip the line” and override their assigned attention weight. For example an attention value
of 0.1 multiplied by a vector with an L2 norm of 20 gives the vector an overall weight of 2.0 in
the summation, this is 2x larger than if all attention weight (a value of 1.0), was on a single value
with a norm of 1. This observation is crucial for any Transformer interpretability research, however,
the original Transformer paper and later work simply visualizes attention weights and uses them
as a proxy for what the model is using to generate outputs to the next layer and its final prediction.
By failing to account for the value vector norm, these interpretations of Transformer Attention are
inaccurate [1, 36, 37, 38].9

Figure 8: Input tokens that get little attention weighting can have very large L2 norms in their value
vectors, which biases the attention they get in their weighted summation. Each point on the scatter
plots is an input token to the model, aggregated across all text data for all heads and layers. Each
token has its Attention weight on the x-axis (the output of the softmax operation) and its value vector
that we compute the L2 norm of on the y-axis multiplied by the attention it recieves. Each point is
plotted with an opacity of 0.2 and the red dotted line is the weighting that inputs would have if all of
their L2 norms were 1. We randomly selected 500,000 examples from each model and plotted them.
Beyond helping with interpretability, we investigated whether or not L2 norming the value vectors
affected performance. We trained two GPT2 models on an autoregressive word corpus benchmark,
one that used L2 normalization on its value vectors before the Attention weighted summation, and
the other that did not. We found that their training performances were virtually identical. We had
assumed that L2 normalization would not lead to a dramatic change in performance because, while
we outline next the hypothetical reasons why it may help or harm the model, either way there are
enough free parameters for a good solution to be found.
On one hand, giving the Transformer the ability to give certain inputs large value vector norms such
that they are always accounted for in the weighted summation, no matter their attention weighting,
could be advantageous by allowing attention to focus instead on those inputs that are less consistently
important. However, we also considered a scenario similar that of a VAE experiencing posterior
9
Methods like in [40] that use a gradient based approach to identifying token importance implicitly account
for the vector norms and do not have this problem, but gradient based analysis appears to be less common than
just using the Attention weights when interpreting Transformers.
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collapse when its decoder is too powerful, such that its latent space becomes meaningless [75].
Enforcing L2 norm on the value vectors could have been a useful inductive bias that forced the
Attention calculation to always learn which input tokens it should pay attention to. In the end, it
appears that both approaches are equally valid. One point in favour of L2 norm of the value vectors is
that it allows for the Attention weights to be interpreted in the natural intuitive way that many papers
have made the mistake of doing without correctly accounting for the norms of the value vectors.
A.4

Transformer Architecture

A full formulation of the Transformer GPT architecture (used by GPT2 and GPT3) is shown in Fig.
9 [3, 4, 1]. The GPT architecture is the decoder portion of the original Transformer but without
the encoder-decoder Attention submodules. We present this specific architecture because of its
heteroassociative task of predicting the next input (there are compelling theories such as Predictive
Coding that our brains do the same [76, 11]) and its state of the art performance in natural language
and more recently image generation [5, 8]. The original Transformer architecture was used for
language translation tasks [1].
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Figure 9: The GPT Transformer Architecture that is the decoder portion of the original Transformer
[3, 1]. GPT takes in all inputs at previous time points (within its receptive field) x1 , . . . , xt−1
and uses these as patterns. Using the most recent input xt as the query, it predicts the next input
x̂t+1 . The attention update rule is given using SDM notation in Eq. 4. To maximize clarity, we
present every operation performed on the vectors through a single Transformer block. In GPT3, the
largest GPT model to date, there are 175 billion parameters and 96 repeating hierarchical blocks
of which one is depicted. To emphasize the Attention operation, we use arrows showing how
one of the Attention heads retrieves patterns as inputs. In the first layer these inputs have just
received their initial embedding, in the later layers they use their transformed pattern representations
created from when each input was itself the query. See https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-gpt2/
and https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/ for excellent overviews of GPT2 and the
Transformer, respectively.
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B
B.1

SDM Details
Circle Intersection Calculation

The SDM book [13] presents its circle intersection equation in its Appendix B, taking up a few pages
of quite involved proofs. It then derives a continuous approximation to the exact equation that is then
used throughout the book (this equation still operates in the binary vector space and is unrelated to
the continuous L2 normed vector space version of SDM we develop that is outlined in Appendix
B.3). Following inspiration from [27, 44], here we derive a more interpretable version of the exact
circle intersection equation.
In confirming that the exact equation we derive matches with the exact equation derived in the book
(it does), we discovered that the circle intersection results actually presented in the book that claim to
have come from the continuous approximation to this exact equation are slightly inaccurate as shown
in Fig. 10 [13]. We don’t know for sure why this is the case but we suspect it has to do with rounding
errors during the calculations.10 When implemented, the exact calculation gives values that are larger
than those presented in the book, while the continuous approximation gives values that are smaller.
Ensuring these equations are exact is crucial for fitting β to the circle intersection in our Attention
approximation, computing optimal d∗ values, and comparing SDM to Attention in our experiments
of Appendix B.7.

Figure 10: The expected circle intersection sizes showing the values in the SDM book are in
between the values for the exact equation and its continuous approximation. This discrepancy is
important as the size of the circle intersection is foundational to the results of this work. We think the
difference is due to rounding errors. These expected circle intersections use the parameters n = 1000,
r = 1, 000, 000 and d = 451.
Implementing the exact SDM lune equation of the book’s Appendix B ourselves gives the same
results as our algorithm, and both give the same results as simulations of SDM shown in Fig. 11 so
we believe this is the correct and exact algorithm. We present it’s derivation below:
We are given two arbitrary n dimensional binary query and pattern vectors ξ and pa that will read
and write using a Hamming distance of d and have a vector distance of dv = d(ξ, pa ). We can group
the elements of ξ and pa into two categories: where they agree (of which there are n − dv elements)
and where they disagree (dv elements).
n−d

d

z
}| v
{ z
}|v
{
ξ = [1, . . . , 1 | 0, . . . , 0 | 1, . . . , 1 | 0, . . . , 0]
pa = [1, . . . , 1 | 0, . . . , 0 | 0, . . . , 0 | 1, . . . , 1]
|
{z
} |
{z
}
a+z

(11)

b+c

10
For example, when n = 1000 and d = 451, the fraction of the vector space occupied by the Hamming
threshold is p = 0.00107. This means that when the query and target pattern are in the same location such that
dv = 0, in expectation we should see p ∗ r neurons in this intersection which when r = 1, 000, 000 gives us
1071 for the exact calculation. In [13] this p is rounded p = 0.001 and p ∗ r then gives the 1000 shown in Fig.
10.
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Now imagine a third vector, representing a hypothetical neuron address. This neuron has four possible
groups that the elements of its vector can fall into:
•
•
•
•

a - agree with both ξ and pa
z - disagree with both ξ and pa
b - agree ξ disagree pa
c - agree pa disagree ξ

We want to compute the possible values that a, z, b and c can have such that it exists inside the circle
intersection between ξ and pa . This produces the following constraints:
a+b+c+z =n
a+b≥n−d
a+c≥n−d
a + z = n − dv
b + c = dv
These constraints exist because the vector must be n dimensional, it must have more than n − dv
agreements with ξ to be in its Hamming threshold, and the same for pa . In total it can only agree or
disagree with both ξ and pa simultaneously at the n − dv where they agree. Similarly, it can only
disagree with one of them but not the other at the dv places where ξ and pa disagree.
We can derive bounds for a and c and use these values to compute the total possible number of
neurons that exist in the neuron intersection and the fraction of the total 2n vector space occupied.
Because a determines z and c determines b, we only need to use a and c.
dv
⌋ ≤ a ≤ n − dv
2
max(0, n − d − a) ≤ c ≤ dv − (n − d − a)
n−d−⌊

Figure 11: The size of the circle intersection for two vectors at different Hamming distances using
simulations vs expectations from Eq. 2 for SDM. We ran 20 simulations with random initialization of
all vectors each time for all neuron and pattern addresses. We randomly generated two addresses
dv Hamming distance apart and computed the neuron intersection. Each simulation is a blue dot,
the red dot is the mean, and the orange line is the analytical expectation from Eq. 2. For faster
simulations, we set n = 100, r = 10, 000, m = 100 and used Hamming distance d = 35 that
activates p = 0.0017 of the space.
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This results in the expected circle intersection equation:
|On (ξ, d) ∩ On (pa , d)| =

dv −(n−d−a)

n−d
Xv

X

a=n−d−⌊ d2v ⌋ c=max(0,n−d−a)


  !
n − dv
dv
·
a
c

(12)

If we multiply |On (ξ, d) ∩ On (pa , d)| by 2rn then we can get the expected number of neurons that
will exist in this circle intersection (assuming they are randomly distributed throughout the space).
B.2

Analytical Circle Intersection Exponential Approximation

In this section we more formally derive an analytical exponential approximation to the circle intersection with moderate success. Our empirical results from both simulations (eg. Fig 3) and real world
datasets across a range of parameters (Appendix B.7) bolster these results.
Equation 2 for the circle intersection that is derived in Appendix B.1 is a summation of the product of
binomial coefficients. We can approximate this equation using the largest element of the summation
and converting the binomial coefficients into a binomial distribution. We can then approximate the
binomial distribution with a normal distribution, which has exponential terms and is tight for the high
dimensional n values used with SDM. The idea to use the normal approximation is credited to the
SDM book [13].
It is important to note that these exponential bounds will only hold when dv ≤ 2d. Otherwise, the
size of the circle intersection is 0, making an exponential approximation impossible. However, there
are two reasons this is not an issue:
First, the patterns that are close to the query matter the most and this is where the circle intersection
approximates the exponential best. More distant patterns don’t matter because they approach zero
when normalized. Fig. 3, reproduced here as Fig. 12 for convenience, shows this. Looking at the
inset plot first that is in log space, the binary and continuous circle intersections in blue and orange
follow the green exponential line closely until around dv = 20 at which point they become super
exponential. In the main plot it is clear that by the time dv = 20, the normalized weighting to each
point is ≈ 0 for both the softmax and circle intersections. There is empirical validation of this effect
from experiments where the β fitted Attention approximation to SDM performs as well as the circle
intersection in autoassociatively retrieving patterns from noisy queries as investigated in Appendix
B.7.

Figure 12: Reproduction of Fig. 3 to show how the point at which the circle intersection is no longer
exponential, around dv = 20 is when the normalized values ≈ 0.

The second reason SDM only having an exponential approximation up to dv < 2d is not an issue
applies to all instantiations of SDM that are either biologically plausible (where r ≪ 2n ) or use
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critical distance optimal d∗ in high n dimensions, such that d is close to n/2 in size.11 This means
that dv > 2d only for very large dv distances close to n in value that are exceedingly rare because this
is much greater than the orthogonal distance of n/2 almost all random vectors exist at.12 Table 1 of
Appendix B.5 shows optimal d∗ using canonical SDM parameters where n = 1, 000, r = 1, 000, 000,
m = 10, 000, and all versions of d∗ are close to n/2.
The circle intersection Eq. 2 reproduced below as Eq. 13 for convenience accounts for the fact that if
dv > 2d, the intersection is 0 through its bounds on a. Specifically, for dv > 2d, the lower bound
will be larger than the upper bound on a meaning there is no summation.

  !
dv −(n−d−a)
n−d
Xv
X
n − dv
dv
|On (ξ, d) ∩ On (pa , d)| =
·
(13)
a
c
dv
a=n−d−⌊

2

⌋ c=max(0,n−d−a)

The binomial coefficient’s equality with the Binomial distribution is:
 
n k
Binomial(k, n, p) =
p (1 − p)n−k
k
  n
n
1
Binomial(k, n, p = 1/2) =
2
k
 
n
= 2n · Binomial(k, n, p = 1/2)
k
We can approximate the Binomial, which has a mean of np and variance of np(1 − p) with a standard
Gaussian denoted N (·):


2 !

k − n2
1
1
1 k − n2
pn
Binomial(k, n, p = ) ≈ N p n
= √ p n exp −
2
2
2π 4
4
4
Therefore, we can view the binomial coefficients in the circle intersection Eq. 13 as a sum of the
product of exponentials:

  




a − n−dv
c − dv
n − dv
dv
·
≈ 2n−dv · N q 2
· 2dv · N q 2
(14)
a
c
n−dv
dv
4

4

Because the product of binomial coefficients are always ≥ 0 we can approximate this sum by using
v
its largest element as a lower bound. The largest element is when a is as close to n−d
as possible and
2

n
dv
c is as close to 2 (binomial coefficients are largest when k = n/2 for k ). Because a is bounded
v
from below by n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋ and d < n2 ,13 it is the case that n−d
< n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋ so the closest a
2
dv
can get to n − 2 is its lower bound. When a is at its lower bound the only value that c can take is
the value that maximizes its binomial coefficient of d2v :
max(0, n − d − a) ≤ c ≤ dv − (n − d − a)
dv
dv
n − d − (n − d − ⌊ ⌋) ≤ c ≤ dv − (n − d − (n − d − ⌊ ⌋))
2
2
dv
dv
⌊ ⌋≤c≤⌊ ⌋
2
2

(15)

For the upper bound on c, if dv is even then this equals ⌊ d2v ⌋, if it is odd then it equals ⌊ d2v + 0.5⌋
which gives a bound that rounds down to the nearest integer, still giving us ⌊ d2v ⌋. Therefore, the
11

Neither of these cases are true for the usual Attention parameters where n = 64 is quite low dimensional
and r = 2n , but the approximation still holds well for the first reason provided above.
12
d being close to n/2 is more common as n increases because there is the Blessing of Dimensionality where
a greater fraction of the vector space is closer to being orthogonal (see [13, 15] for a discussion of this effect).
Greater orthogonality means an increase in n causes a super-linear increase in d for a given p because to capture
the same fraction p of the space, d must be that much closer to n/2.
13
We never want to read or write to vectors that are greater than the orthogonal distance.
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largest element of the sum, where both binomial coefficients are as large as they can be given their
constraints, is when a = n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋ and c = ⌊ d2v ⌋, plugging these values into Eq. 14 we get:

 



 dv

v
(n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋) − n−d
⌊ 2 ⌋ − d2v
n − dv
dv
n
2
q
q
·
≈2 ·N
·N
(16)
n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋
⌊ d2v ⌋
n−dv
dv
4

= 2n · √
·√

2π

1
q


exp
n−dv
4

1
q exp
2π d4v



4

1  (n − d − ⌊ d2v ⌋) −
q
−
2
n−dv

n−dv
2

2 

4

1  ⌊ d2v ⌋ −
q
−
2
dv

dv
2

2 

(17)

4


(n − 2d)2
1
·
(18)
2n
1 − dnv


2n+1
(n − 2d)2 
dv
dv 
≈ p
exp −
· 1+
+ O ( )2
2n
n
n
π dv (n − dv )


n+1
2
2
(n − 2d)
= p
exp −
2n
π dv (n − dv )


2
(n − 2d)
dv 
· exp −
· dv · ϵ
(19)
2
2n
n




(n − 2d)2
2n+2
(n − 2d)2
exp −
·
d
≈
· exp −
(20)
v
πn
2n
2n2
n+1

2
exp
≈ p
π dv (n − dv )



−

Moving from line 17 to 18 we set ⌊ d2v ⌋ ≈ d2v which is exact for even dv , but an approximation off by
0.5 for odd dv . This approximation allows many of the dv terms to cancel. Going from line 18 to 19
we use a first order Taylor expansion at dv = 0 to make the exponential be a function of dv where it
is in the numerator. This approximation is accurate for dnv ≪ 1. We use ϵ(dv /n) to denote the higher
order terms for the Taylor expansion that are dropped going to the final line Eq. 20. During this final
step we also remove dv from the constant outside the exponential by lower bounding it which occurs
when dv = n2 :
2n+1
2n+2
min p
=
.
dv π dv (n − dv )
nπ
Therefore, Eq. 20 denotes the exponential approximation to the largest sum in the circle intersection
calculation.
To test the quality of this approximation, we plot the full circle intersection, the value of the largest
sum of binomial coefficients (the left hand side of Eq. 16), the Normal approximation (Eq. 17), and
the Taylor approximation (Eq. 20), which is the final desired exponential approximation to the circle
intersection. The exponential approximation of Eq. 20 to the circle intersection makes a number
of approximations that reduce its precision, in particular the Taylor approximation, which assumes
dv = 0 so we restrict our analysis to dv < 0.1n. However, we stated earlier that it is these patterns
closest to the queries that matter the most in approximating the softmax and Attention. Figure 13
shows the Attention setting where n = 64 and r = 2n with a wide range of d values and their
corresponding space fractions p. Figure 14 is the same plot but with the canonical SDM setting where
n = 1, 000 and r = 1, 000, 000. To convert to the continuous case, we can use the mapping from
cosine similarity to Hamming distance given in Eq. 5 where we assume the query and key vectors
being used (ξ and pa ) are L2 normalized and re-write our approximation as:
2


2n+2 exp(− 3(n−2d)
)
(n − 2d)2
T
4n
q
exp
· p̂a ξ̂
(21)
4n
nπ 1 − (p̂Ta ξ̂)2
And the same lower bounding of the non exponential terms can be performed to remove the cosine
similarity p̂Ta ξ̂ from them. This concludes how the circle intersection can be bounded by exponential
functions.
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Figure 13: Showing the largest summation term of the circle intersection and its exponential approximation in comparison to the full circle intersection for a large range of d values when n = 64.
Blue is the largest sum, represented on left hand side of Eq. 16. Orange is a log linear regression
fit to this line using Eq. 10 to show how this first summation term, like the full circle intersection
is approximately exponential. Green is the Normal approximation in Eq. 18 to the largest sum. It
slightly upper bounds the real largest sum value. Red is the Taylor approximation in Eq. 20 that
becomes less accurate as dv on the x-axis increases. Purple is the full circle intersection equation
to show how well the largest sum approximates it as a lower bound. It is a tight bound for smaller
Hamming d radii when there are fewer other terms to sum. The y-axis gives the log fraction of the
vector space p occupied by the largest sum (this is independent of n). The x-axis is up to values of
0.1n where the Taylor approximation holds well.
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Figure 14: The same as figure 13 but using the canonical SDM setting where n = 1, 000.
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B.3

Continuous SDM Circle Intersection

Using SDM with continuous, L2 normalized vectors there are two ways to compute the number of
neurons in the circle intersection. One option is computing cosine similarity between two points and
mapping this back to Hamming distance using Eq. 5 before computing the circle intersection using Eq.
2. However, mapping back to Hamming distance discretizes many intermediate cosine similarities,
we leave it to future work to explore under what regimes this discretization helps convergence by
reducing noise or harms it by removing signal.
The other way to compute the circle intersection is in continuous space. However, unlike in the
binary space where our vectors were unconstrained (they could be the all ones vector or all zeros), in
continuous space all vectors are L2 normed to exist on the surface of an n-dimensional hypersphere.
This means the number of neurons in the circle intersection calculation is not the volume of intersection between two hyperspheres but instead only the intersection that exists on the surface of the
hypersphere. In other words, we want the surface area of the intersection between two hyperspherical
caps. Figure 15 shows the difference between the binary and continuous calculations geometrically
in 3-dimensional space.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Using 3-dimensions to depict differences in the circle intersection calculations for binary
versus continuous SDM. (a) Binary SDM circle intersection. The intersection of hyperspheres used
in binary SDM where vectors are unconstrained and can exist anywhere in the binary vector space
including the all ones and all zeros vectors. (b) Continuous SDM circle intersection. All neurons are
L2 normed so they exist on the surface of the gray sphere along with all patterns and queries. The
read and write cosine similarity radii correspond to an n − 1 dimensional surface area depicted as the
blue and pink circles on the surface of the sphere. Geometrically, neurons in this cosine radius can be
represented as the cap of a cone going from the center to the surface of the sphere. We care about
computing the intersection between these two cone caps.

It is important to note that due to the curvature of the hypersphere and the cone caps that define the
circle intersection, the intersection continues to exist even after dv > 2d at which point the circle
intersection disappears in the binary setting. This is shown both in Fig. 3 and our experiments in
Appendix B.7.
Equations have been derived for this continuous circle intersection in [77] and are reproduced below.
We first need to convert our two L2 normalized vectors â and b̂ into angles to define the size of the
cones and their caps:
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θ1 := θ2 = arccos (1 −

2d
)
n

θv := arccos (âT b̂)

cos (θ1 )
1
θmin := arctan
−
cos (θ2 ) sin (θv ) tan (θv )
l2 =1
where θ1 and θ2 map the Hamming distance radius into cosine similarity and then into the corresponding angle in radians. θv is the angle in radians between the two vectors. θmin is an intermediate
calculation that is the radians between one of the vectors and the hyperplane that goes through their
intersection. And l2 is the size of the L2 norm of our vectors which is equal to 1 in our case.
The full equation to get the size of the intersection is:

2d 
Ic p̂Ta ξ̂, 1 − , n := An (θv , θ1 , θ2 , n, l2 = 1) = Jn (θmin , θ2 , l2 ) + Jn (θv − θmin , θ1 , l2 )
n
(22)


Z θb
n−1
n−2 1
π 2
 l2n−1
sin(ϕ)n−2 I1− tan(θa ) 2
,
dϕ
Jn (θa , θb , l2 ) =
)
(
2
2
tan(ϕ)
Γ n−1
θa
2
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and I(·) is the regularized incomplete Beta function.
To compute the expected number of randomly distributed neurons present in the computed circle
intersection, we compute the total surface area of the hypersphere:
n

SAn (l2 ) =

2π 2 n−1
l
Γ( n2 ) 2

(23)

And compute the number of neurons expected in our intersection as:


Ic p̂Ta ξ̂, 1 − 2d
,
n
n
r
.
SAn (l2 = 1)
We do not attempt to derive an analytical exponential approximation to this continuous circle
intersection. However, we do compare its weights to Attention softmax both in simulations (Fig. 3)
and experiments with the MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets (Appendix B.7).
B.4

SDM Variance Calculation and Signal to Noise Ratio Derivation

Here, we explain SDM’s Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and the variance equation used to compute it
that was introduced in [27]. This variance equation is a more accurate approximation than the original
in the SDM book [13] (outlined in its Appendix C). This claim has been validated through simulations
shown in Figure 16 and detailed at the bottom of this Section. Because it is more accurate, we present
it here and use it through this work for the convergence and signal to noise ratio calculations. Notably,
Kanerva’s summary of SDM published in 1993 [15] also uses this improved variance equation.
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is used to compute query convergence dynamics to a target pattern and the
maximum memory capacity of SDM when we assume random patterns. As a result, the SNR is also
used to compute all of the optimal Hamming distance variants, with details outlined in Appendix B.5.
For a full in depth description of SDM convergence dynamics including analysis when the patterns
written into memory are themselves noisy we defer to [78]. Note that while the following convergence
results are important for this work, the most relevant results are those of SDM extensions and the
Attention SDM approximation, which can leverage results derived from the Modern Continuous
Hopfield Network paper that we defer to [25].
The signal in the SNR refers to the target pattern p∗ that a noisy query wants to converge to. The
noise refers to interference from all other patterns present.
expected magnitude of target pattern’s circle intersection
SNR =
standard deviation of all pattern circle intersections
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Taking an arbitrary element i from our n dimensional vector as they are all independent (assuming
random patterns) the query update operation produces a weighted summation, denoted Σ:
Σ=

m
X

Iµ iµ

(24)

µ=0

where Iµ is the size of the intersection between the query and the pattern (using Eq. 2) indexed by
µ, and iµ is the value that the pattern has at this position. In the equations that follow we use a ∗ to
represent the target pattern we want the query to converge to. Also, to make the calculations easier
we assume that the pattern values are bipolar i ∈ {−1, 1} and that i∗ is known. These assumptions
mean that i2∗ = 1 and E[iµ ] = 0, ∀µ ̸= ∗ because they are random and symmetric about zero.
We can re-write Eq. 24 splitting out the signal (related to the target pattern) and noise components as:
X
Σ = E[I∗ ]i∗ + (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ +
Iµ iµ
µ̸=∗

Note that the neuron intersection I here depends upon the Hamming distance dv between the
query and the specific pattern being indexed. For example, the target pattern p∗ may be 100 bits
away in which case I∗ = I(100) and all of the random patterns may be 500 bits away making
Iµ = I(500), ∀µ ̸= ∗.
p
To compute the SNR, we want to find E[Σ] and V ar(Σ) for the numerator and denominator,
respectively.
X
E[Σ] = E[I∗ i∗ ] + E[(I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ ] +
E[Iµ iµ ]
µ̸=∗

= E[I∗ ]i∗ + (E[I∗ ] − E[I∗ ])i∗ +

X

E[Iµ ] E[iµ ]

µ̸=∗

= E[I∗ ]i∗ + 0 + 0
Turning to the variance, the variance of a sum is the sum of variances plus the pairwise covariances
of the summands:
X
V ar(Σ) = V ar(E[I∗ ]i∗ ) + V ar((I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ ) +
V ar(Iµ iµ )
µ̸=∗

+

X





X

Cov (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ , Iµ iµ +

µ̸=∗

X



Cov Ia ia , Ib ib

a∈µ̸=∗, b∈µ̸=∗∩b̸=a

However, we will now show that with i.i.d iµ ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀µ ̸= ∗ all covariance terms are 0 leaving
just the sum of variances:

 X h
i
h
i
X
Cov (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ , Iµ iµ =
E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])Iµ iµ i∗ − E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ E[Iµ iµ ]
µ̸=∗

µ̸=∗

=

X

h
i
h
i
E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])Iµ E[iµ ]i∗ − E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ E[Iµ ] E[iµ ]

µ̸=∗

=

X

h
i
h
i
E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])Iµ ∗ 0 ∗ i∗ − E (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ E[Iµ ] ∗ 0

µ̸=∗

=0−0=0
Looking at the other covariance term:


X
X
X
Cov Ia ia , Ib ib =
a∈µ̸=∗, b∈µ̸=∗∩b̸=a

X

E[Ia ia Ib ib ] − E[Ia ia ] E[Ib ib ]

a∈µ̸=∗, b∈µ̸=∗∩b̸=a

=

X

X

a∈µ̸=∗, b∈µ̸=∗∩b̸=a

=0−0=0
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E[Ia ] E[ia ] E[Ib ] E[ib ] − E[Ia ] E[ia ] E[Ib ] E[ib ]

Now, being able to ignore the covariance equations:

 X
V ar(Σ) = V ar(E[I∗ ]i∗ ) + V ar (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ +
V ar(Iµ iµ )
µ̸=∗





= 0 + V ar (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ +

X

V ar(Iµ iµ )

µ̸=∗

Looking at each term of this sum:






V ar (I∗ − E[I∗ ])i∗ = i2∗ V ar I∗ − E[I∗ ] = V ar I∗ − E[I∗ ]
V ar(I∗ − E[I∗ ]) = V ar(I∗ )
And:
h
i 
2
V ar(Iµ iµ ) = E (Iµ iµ )2 − E[Iµ iµ ]

2
= E[Iµ2 i2µ ] − E[Iµ ] E[iµ ]
= E[Iµ2 ] − 0
Re-arranging using the variance equation:
E[Iµ2 ] = V ar(Iµ ) + E[Iµ ]2
and bringing everything together to compute the variance we have:
X
V ar(Σ) = V ar(I∗ ) +
V ar(Iµ ) + E[Iµ ]2
µ̸=∗

We can assume that Iµ ∼ Poisson, ∀µ and are i.i.d because a random pattern when n is large will be
very close to orthogonal and only have a small number of neuron intersections. This approximation
allows us to state that E[Iµ ] = V ar(Iµ ) and when n is large, make the further assumption that all
patterns µ ̸= ∗ are at the orthogonal distance dortho
= n/2 leading to:
v
X
V ar(Σ) = E[I∗ ] +
E[Iµ ] + E[Iµ ]2
µ̸=∗

V ar(Σ) = E[I∗ ] + (m − 1) E[Iµ ] + E[Iµ ]2



This Poisson approximation works well for µ ̸= ∗ but is a lower bound for V ar(I∗ ). In addition,
not all random patterns will be at the orthogonal distance, with higher variance coming from
the few patterns that happen to be closer and further away. Both of these factors mean we are
underestimating the variance and overestimating the SNR, but simulations outlined in Fig. 16 show
that this approximation is still quite accurate.
Finally, we can write the SNR equation as:
SNR(d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, n) ≈ q
v

E[I∗ ]

(25)

E[I∗ ] + (m − 1) E[Iµ̸=∗ ] + E[Iµ̸=∗ ]2



We have introduced the parameters d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, and n as inputs into the SNR equation as these
v
determine the target and random pattern intersection calculations I∗ and Iµ̸=∗ . Recall that because
we are using a lower bound on the variance, this is an upper bound on the SNR.
If we want to compute the number of memories that SDM can store in absolute terms, we must set a
retrieval probability: the probability that a bit of our n dimensional query is decoded correctly to the
target pattern. With n being large we can treat the SNR as being a standard normal distribution and
use Z-scores to compute the probability of retrieval. For example, a 99% probability corresponds to
z = 2.33 and we can write:
P(q

E[I∗ ]
E[I∗ ] + (m − 1) E[Iµ̸=∗ ] + E[Iµ̸=∗ ]2
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 > z)

and solve for m:

2

( E[Iz∗2 ] − E[I∗ ])
+1
(26)
m=
E[Iµ̸=∗ ] + E[Iµ̸=∗ ]2
In order to have the z-score correspond to the probability of retrieval for the full length n pattern, we
use the equation:
z = F −1 (prob1/n )
(27)
−1
where F () is the inverse CDF of a standard Gaussian and “prob” is the probability that we want for
the whole target pattern to be decoded correctly. Equations 25 and 26 are used to compute different
variants of optimal Hamming distances in Appendix B.5.
To compute the accuracy of the SNR approximation we ran simulations of SDM. This shows that,
as expected, our approximation was a lower bound but a tight one. We ran SDM 200 times, each
time randomly initializing the neuron, pattern and query vectors and using the parameters n = 100,
r = 10, 000, m = 100 and d = 35. We had every pattern write to each neuron and then computed the
variance in the neuron value vectors. Code to reproduce this simulation is in our GitHub repository.
The original SDM variance equation does not model the size of the circle intersection with the target
pattern in its denominator and as a result the standard deviation is a constant horizontal line. This
makes it a far looser lower bound on the standard deviation and much higher, more optimistic upper
bound on the SNR.

Figure 16: Simulating the real variance and signal to noise ratio of SDM to show the quality of the
“New" approximation of [27] which has close agreement across Hamming distances between a query
and target pattern. “Old Approx” is the variance equation presented in the SDM book [13]. (Top
Row) The standard deviation values. (Bottom Row) the Signal to Noise ratio.
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B.5

Optimal Hamming Distance

For a given instantiation of SDM, the optimal Hamming distance threshold d∗ for reading and writing
depends upon the objective of the memory system, the parameters n, r, m, and the distribution of
patterns throughout the space. Examples of memory system objectives that will be discussed are
maximizing the retrieval probability of noise-free queries, maximizing the number of patterns that
can be stored in memory above a specified retrieval error, and maximizing the amount of noise that
a query can tolerate while still retrieving its target pattern. For all of the analysis that follows, we
assume that patterns and in turn neurons are random. This is a strong assumption that deviates from
correlated real world data and the learned representations used by Transformer Attention. However,
this assumption makes analysis of SDM tractable and still serves as both a useful reference point and
way to think about the trade-offs associated with different SDM instantiations.
For the analysis that follows, when considering the optimal d∗ value it can be useful to refer to the
fraction of the vector space p that is within the d threshold because p is independent of n. Before
discussing specific optimal values of d∗ that depend upon the aforementioned parameters, we discuss
higher level constraints on d. Biologically plausible versions of SDM only consider the interval
p ∈ [10−11 , 10−1 ] because they assume there are a finite number of neurons r < 1011 and want each
pattern to be within d of at least one neuron in expectation.14 This assumption that r ≪ 2n possible
vector addresses in the binary space is what makes SDM “sparse”. For example, if r = 1, 000, 000
then we want p > 10−6 such that there is at least one neuron present that any random pattern can
read and write to. Note this assumes the cerebellum is running one instance of SDM rather than
being multi-headed, which would reduce the number of neurons for each implementation. This
multi-headed nature may be more likely given the discovery of cerebellar microzones and closed
loop circuits with different neocortical regions making, r = 1011 /i where i is the number of SDM
instances [81, 82].
Intuitively, this value of r matters because having more neurons to store patterns will increase memory
capacity. Specifically, having more neurons provides greater specificity in how large a given circle
intersection is and thus how much each pattern is weighted in the SDM read operation. Making this
intuition more formal, the circle intersection equation computes the number of all 2n possible binary
vector addresses that exist in the circle intersection. Dividing by 2n gives us the fraction of space
this circle intersection occupies. If we then multiply by r we get the expected number of neurons
that exist in this space fraction. Because the SDM read operation is normalized, the multiplication
by r should not matter as it will cancel in the numerator and denominator. However, when we are
considering real implementations of SDM, where the number of expected neurons cannot be an
expectation to many decimal points of precision but instead must be an integer number of neurons,
large r increases the decimal point accuracy of the circle intersections by turning these decimals into
larger, more precise integers. This greater precision can be crucial for correctly weighting each of the
pattern pointers in the update rule (see Appendix B.7 examples where enforcing the integer number
of neurons causes convergence to collapse). Because Attention works with floating point numbers,
it’s mapping to the space of discrete binary vectors assumes that r = 2n , while n is relatively small
here at n = 64, r = 1.8 ∗ 1019 which is many orders of magnitude greater than the number of granule
cells in the cerebellum, making it biologically implausible. As will be shown, Attention having such
a large r has consequences for some but not all of the optimal d∗ values found.
Beyond the biological plausibility of r and its effect on d via p, at a high level we also want d < n/2,
equivalent to p < 0.5, such that it is not reading from or writing to locations that are orthogonal.
Additionally, as m increases there are more random patterns to increase noise such that d should get
smaller to keep its SNR high enough for convergence to its target pattern.
We now turn to the definitions and derivations of optimal d∗ . By assuming patterns are random, we
can use the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Eq. 25 and, by further assuming our query is noise free, we
can take its derivative and find the d value that maximizes the probability this noise-free query will
converge to its target pattern [15]. In this setting our query is already equal to our target pattern and
we want to maximize the probability that upon a query update it remains there such that it is a fixed
point. This objective function is easy to derive and would be useful for noise-free settings where we
want our memory system to be of maximum reliability.
14
When discussing biological plausibility, the SDM book notes that there are an estimated r = 1011 granule
cells, which was one order of magnitude too large [79, 19]. 80% of the ∼90 billion neurons in the human brain
are hypothesized to be the r neurons in SDM’s map to biology [80].
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The SNR approximation in Eq. 25 of Appendix B.4 reproduced here is:
E[I∗ ]
SNR(d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, n) ≈ q
v
,
E[I∗ ] + (m − 1) E[Iµ̸=∗ ] + E[Iµ̸=∗ ]2
where to make taking the derivative tractable we assume the Hamming distance between our query
and target pattern, d∗v = 0, while our orthogonal pattern is a distance of dortho
= n/2 such that
v
E[Iµ̸=∗ ] = p2 r and E[I∗ ] = pr. This is because, in expectation, two vectors that are equal will have
a circle intersection taking up p of the space while two orthogonal vectors will have an intersection
by chance of p2 . Thus we can write:
pr
pr
SNR(d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, n) ≈ q
v
=q
,
2
2
2
pr + (m − 1) p r + (p r)
pr 1 + p(m − 1)(1 + p2 r)
and for large m we can let m ≈ m − 1. We can then find the optimal p that maximizes the SNR
by taking the first derivative with respect to p and setting it to equal 0. This gives us the optimal p∗
solution:
1
p∗ = √
.
3
2mr
We can then use the Binomial (or Gaussian for large n) inverse CDF with the dimensionality of our
space n to get our value of d∗ that corresponds to the Hamming distance capturing p∗ of the space.


−1
d∗ = BCDF
p∗ , n, prob = 1/2 ,
(28)
where BCDF is the inverse CDF of the Binomial distribution.
In the canonical, biologically plausible setting, where we assume that n = 1, 000, m = 10, 000 and
r = 1, 000, 000, we get p = 3.7 ∗ 10−4 and d∗ = 447. Meanwhile, in the biologically implausible
Attention setting where n = 64, m = 1024, and r = 2n we get p = 2.98 ∗ 10−8 and d∗ = 11. We
put the results for our canonical SDM and Attention parameters with the other optimal d∗ variants
that will be discussed next in Table 1.
Turning to the next optimal d∗ , for maximizing memory capacity, we perform the same analysis and
assume that our query is noiseless to derive an equation that gives us the maximum m for a given
level of error tolerance. Reproducing Eq. 26 of Appendix B.4 for convenience:
2

( E[Iz∗2 ] − E[I∗ ])
m=
+1
E[Iµ̸=∗ ] + E[Iµ̸=∗ ]2
where z is the Z-score that corresponds to the probability of successfully retrieving the target pattern
at a single bit. Setting E[Iµ̸=∗ ] = p2 r and E[I∗ ] = pr, taking a derivative with respect to p, and
solving for where the equation equals 0 gives us:
!
p
√
3
1
z4
2r4 z 2 + r3 z 6 + 2 r8 z 4 + r7 z 8
z2
∗
p
p =
+
+
√
2 3 2r4 z 2 + r3 z 6 + 2 r8 z 4 + r7 z 8
r2
r
and we can use Eq. 28 to retrieve the optimal value of d∗ . We assume that the total retrieval probability
should be 99% and use Eq. 27 to work out the corresponding z-score per bit with the results presented
in Table 1.
Another optimal definition for d∗ is to maximize the “critical distance”: the amount of noise that a
query can tolerate, while still retrieving its target pattern. To compute the critical distance, we must
use the SNR Eq. 25 to compute fidelity f , the probability that the ith bit of the query is updated
to match that of the target pattern it is closest to. Fidelity is computed using the Gaussian standard
normal CDF F (·):

f := P (ξ i = [pa ]∗i |d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, n) = F SNR(d∗v , dortho
, d, r, m, n)
v
v
In expectation, we will decode correctly f ∗ n bits meaning our updated query will have a new
Hamming distance of n − (f ∗ n). We can find the critical distance of dv = d(p∗a , ξ) where our
update diverges such that the updated query is further away from the target pattern than before,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17: (a) Plot showing how the current (x-axis) vs updated (y-axis) query hamming distances to
a target pattern. Where the blue line crosses the orange is the critical distance, which is dv = 188.
We assume n = 1, 000 dimensions, r = 1, 000, 000 neurons, m = 10, 000 patterns, and a d = 451
distance threshold. This is a reproduction of Figure 7.3 from the SDM book [13] but uses the slightly
more accurate standard deviation calculation outlined in Appendix B.4. (b) By generating plots
like in (a) and recording the critical distance, doing so for many d values we can find the optimal
critical distance d∗CD . This plot shows the critical distance as a function of d using the canonical
SDM settings n = 1, 000, m = 10, 000 and r = 1, 000, 000, giving d∗ = 448. (c) The same as (b)
but for Attention parameters n = 64, r = 2n , and varying m corresponding to different numbers of
pattern inputs. When m = 1024 (the maximum for GPT2 Transformer inputs), d∗ = 15, otherwise
when m ≤ 512, 16 ≤ d∗ ≤ 22 as depicted.

d(p∗a , ξ new ) > d(p∗a , ξ). For a given instance of SDM we can generate a convergence plot like in Fig.
17(a) where the location of the blue line crossing the orange is the critical distance. We can find the
critical distance for different instances of SDM by varying d in order to find the d∗ that maximizes it
for example in Fig. 17(b) and (c).
Comparing between the different optimal d∗ values for each of the three methods in Table 1, we see
that for the canonical SDM setting all of the optimal values are almost the same. This is because of
both the much smaller r value and also the large n that makes changes in p have less of an impact on
d. For larger n, more vectors are at the orthogonal distance of n/2 so d in turn must be closer to n/2
in order to capture the same fraction of the space. For example, the SNR and Crit. Dist. Attention p
values are the same order of magnitude like all of the canonical SDM values but change far more
than the corresponding d values.
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Table 1: Optimal d∗ values for different SDM instantiations and optimality definitions
SDM Parameters
Optimal Values d∗ (p∗ )
Name
Canonical
Attention

n
1,000
64

r
1,000,000
2n

m
10,000
1,024

SNR

Memory
−4

447 (3.7 ∗ 10 )
11 (2.98 ∗ 10−8 )

Crit. Dist.
−4

444 (2.18 ∗ 10 )
5 (2.67 ∗ 10−13 )

448 (5.58 ∗ 10−4 )
15 (1.22 ∗ 10−8 )

For the Attention row, we assumed that m = 1024, however, this is its upper bound and smaller
m values for both SNR and critical distance d∗ variants will result in larger p and d values. This
m ≤ 1024 for two reasons, first this is the maximum size of the receptive field, if there are fewer
inputs available then it will be smaller. Second, as discussed in the main text, because Attention
learns to represent patterns such that they are far from being randomly distributed, and the majority
are further than orthogonal away as shown in Fig. 6. Combining these two reasons we should
expect that m is always quite a bit less than 1024 patterns. If this is true and optimal d∗CD ≥ 15 this
corresponds to smaller learnt β values and could better account for the smaller inferred βs in the
GPT2 Transformer Fig. 5.
It is crucial to note that these d∗ variants all assume random patterns and can only be considered
as reference points for considering what d and its approximating β Attention should use in the
Transformer. When considering which of these references is the most useful, both SNR and Memory
assume that the query is noise free such that it is equal to the target pattern. The Transformer’s use of
Dropout alone, in conjuction with the desire for it to generalize beyond its training data, invalidates
this noise-free assumption [83, 1]. Therefore, it is likely that Attention will want to approximate
versions of SDM that optimize more for critical distance, thus using d values closer to d∗CD = 15.
The Modern Continuous Hopfield Network paper has a number of formal analyses for how β (related
to SDM’s d) influences convergence in Transformer Attention for different memory spaces in the
continuous setting that we point readers to [25].
With regards to concerns of SDM’s random pattern assumption limiting its real world applicability,
[29] has shown that the theoretical results of SDM hold with correlated patterns if neurons exist in
high density regions of the space and the Hamming distance d dynamically changes depending on
the density of addresses around the query to activate a constant number of neurons.

B.6

SDM is a Generalization of Hopfield Networks

Hopfield Networks [84] are a special case of SDM where there are no distributed reading or writing
operations [29]. At a high level, this removes the need for the existence of neurons in the vector space
and makes the weighting of patterns in the query update equation a re-scaled version of the Hamming
distance without any threshold.
Hopfield Networks can be viewed as the neuron based implementation of SDM,15 where there is
no distributed writing so dwrite = 0. For reading, the query reads every pattern using a bipolar
re-scaled version of Hamming distance and doesn’t apply any threshold [29]. Neurons are made
to be patterns so r = m and Xa = Pa (where Xa is a matrix with its columns corresponding to
neuron address vectors). Moreover, because the Hopfield Network is frequently autoassociative,
Pp = Pa = Xa = Xv [84, 29].
Traditionally, the Hopfield Network deals with vectors x = {−1, 1}n . We can make SDM also
exist in this space by mapping between Hamming distance of binary vectors and bipolar vectors
T
with: d(x, y) = n−x2 y . We can also ignore our normalizing constant in the denominator because to
compute the majority value we only need to check if the sum is positive or negative. Therefore, we

15
The neuron based implementation of SDM is outlined here but reviewed in more depth in [13, 15] and
isomorphic to the pattern based perspective used in the main text, when the number of neurons used are the
same.
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have the SDM reading operation that uses neurons [13]:
n − XaT ξ
n − XaT Pa
) b(dread ,
))
ξ new = g(Pp b(dwrite ,
|
{z 2
}|
{z 2
}
Write Patterns


g(e) =

Read Patterns



1,
if ei > 0
−1, else

b(d, e) =

1, if ei ≤ d
0, else

And the original Hopfield Network update rule in matrix form is:
ξ new = g(Pa PaT ξ)

(29)

If we define dwrite = 0 then patterns only write to the neurons centered at them:
n − XaT Pa
) = Pp I = Pp = P a
2
where I is the identity matrix. For the reading operation, by removing the binary threshold the query
reads from every neuron. Also not shifting and re-scaling the dot product between bipolar vectors to
be the Hamming distance results in:
Pp b(dwrite ,

n − XaT ξ
) = XaT ξ = PaT ξ.
2
These modifications turn SDM into the Hopfield Network in Eq. 29.
b(dread ,

We note that, while Hopfield Networks have been traditionally presented and used in an autoassociative fashion, as long as they use a synchronous update rule they can also model heteroassociative
sequence transitions with the equation ξ new = g(Pp PaT ξ) [29]. Meanwhile, modern Hopfield Networks can handle heteroassociative tasks with a simple modification outlined in [26]. This means
the heteroassociative abilities of SDM are not unique. However, traditional Hopfield Networks are
biologically implausible because of the weight transport problem where the weight matrix Pa PaT
is symmetric. Meanwhile, modern Hopfield Networks lack the degree of biological detail provided
by SDM. This is because SDM not only identifies the unique connectomics of the cerebellum as
satisfying many of its constraints [13] but also because of the work presented here highlighting how
the exponential function used in [85, 25, 26] can be implemented through simple properties of neuron
activations.
Conceptually, we can interpret the Hopfield update within the SDM framework as computing the
similarity between PaT ξ which, because of the bipolar values, has a maximum of n, minimum of
−n and moves in increments of 2 (flipping from a +1 to -1 or vice versa). This distance metric
between each pattern and the query being used as a weighting for the linear combination of patterns
results in our query being attracted to patterns with high similarity and repulsed away from those
dissimilar. However, all patterns are considered while in SDM, patterns are weighted in proportion to
the intersection of the write circle of a pattern with the read circle of the query so any patterns that
are d(ξ, pa ) > 2d, will have no circle intersection and receive no weighting. This gives the query a
hard threshold of 2d for patterns it assigns any weight to. An emergent property of using this circle
intersection for weighting is that it is approximately exponential.
It has also been noted that small, biologically plausible modifications to SDM can allow it to maintain
its original capacity while handling correlated input patterns that the Hopfield Network cannot [29].
This is because SDM can learn through competitive dynamics to have neurons that are distributed
through the space to match the pattern distribution and can dynamically update the Hamming distance
d so that it can still converge to the right pattern [29]. This is crucial as most, if not all, real world
applications of associative memory will deal with correlated patterns. However, Hopfield Networks
have advantages over SDM in their simplicity and energy landscapes that can be used for convergence
proofs and to solve optimization problems [86, 29]. Finally, both Hopfield Networks and SDM, while
using different parameters, have been shown to have the same information content efficiency as a
function of their parameter count [29].
B.7

SDM Experiments

In this section we implement eight algorithms that are all possible variations of the SDM and
Attention approximations discussed in the paper and evaluate their empirical convergence abilities in
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the autoassociative setting. These experiments are both to validate the equations presented in this
work and test the theoretical memory and convergence capabilities of SDM. Most importantly, these
experiments show that the Attention approximation to SDM holds well.
The eight algorithms vary in using continuous or binary vectors and using the SDM circle intersections
(binary or continuous) or Attention approximations that fit their β coefficient to the SDM circle
intersection. These algorithms are:
• Binary SDM - From Eq. 1. Does not enforce a finite number of neurons in the space.
• Binary SDM Limited Neurons - Same as the above but enforces that there are an integer r
number of neurons in the space. For example, if a circle intersection has an expected 3.6
neurons in its intersection, we map this to an integer by randomly sampling if the number of
neurons is 3 or 4 with a 60% probability there are 4.
• Binary Neuron SDM - The original SDM formulation that is the most biologically plausible,
where neurons are defined at specific locations in the space and store a superposition of
patterns in their value vector [13].
• Binary SDM Binary Fit Attention - Using binary vectors but weighting them with the
Attention softmax that has fit β to the binary circle intersection.
• Continuous Binary SDM - Using continuous vectors but mapping their cosine similarities
into Hamming distances using Eq. 5 to use the binary circle intersection for weighting.
• Continuous SDM - Using continuous vectors and the continuous SDM intersection of
hypersphere caps from Eq. 22 outlined in Appendix B.3.
• Continuous SDM Binary Fit Attention - Using continuous vectors that are L2 normalized
with Attention softmax. β is fitted to the binary SDM circle intersection.
• Continuous SDM Continuous Fit Attention - Same as the above algorithm but β is to the
continuous circle intersection version of SDM.
We test convergence for three datasets:
• Random patterns - Sampling from a Uniform(-1,1) distribution vectors of dimension n = 64
and n = 1, 000. The theoretical results of SDM hold here.
• MNIST - Correlated dataset of handwritten digits from 0 to 9 in grayscale [87]. n = 784
dimensions representing flattened 28 by 28 images.
• CIFAR10 - Correlated dataset of ten different object categories including planes, cats
and horses [88]. Converted to grayscale with n = 1024 representing flattened 32 by 32
dimensional images.
SDM’s original formulation assumes that neurons are fixed in place and randomly distributed,
which is not a problem for random patterns that make convergence and capacity analysis tractable.
However, randomly distributed neurons work poorly for real world correlated datasets like MNIST
and CIFAR10 that exist on a lower dimensional manifold. This is problematic as there will only be
a few that are initialized on the data manifold by chance, reducing the number of neurons in circle
intersections and their precision. Additionally, the patterns themselves are often very close in space,
introducing noise. For example, if our target pattern we are trying to converge to is a particular
handwritten 5 digit, there are many thousands of similar looking 5s in the MNIST dataset we may
converge to instead.
We first test how SDM and its Attention approximation handle random patterns, showing these results
agree with theory. We then test these algorithms on MNIST and CIFAR10 where their performance
is significantly reduced when implemented directly on the raw pixels of the images because of high
correlations in the dataset. In response, we learn a projection matrix like that used in Transformer
Attention [1] to map the images to a lower dimensional n = 64 latent space that significantly increases
the separability between patterns and memory capacity of both SDM and Attention. We leave tests
where the neurons update their locations to cover the pattern manifold to future work. However, we
do test how performance changes as a function of the number of neurons r in the space. Increasing
the number of neurons and learning a project matrix can not only create a lower dimensional latent
space (increasing neuron density) but also expands the size of the data manifold (utilizing more of the
uniformly distributed neurons) and is useful for increasing SDM’s performance with real world data.
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B.7.1

Random Patterns

For these experiments, we randomly generate m patterns then randomly select one of them as
the target pattern p∗ , where our query is centered. We apply random perturbations of increasing
magnitude to the query and see if it is able to converge back to its target pattern after a maximum of
100 iterations (this was more than sufficient for all convergences analyzed). We simulate 3 different
random versions of the dataset and for each we apply 5 different random perturbations to all m data
points, testing every algorithm on the exact same perturbations. Because we use m = 1, 024 this
means we test a total of 3 ∗ 5 ∗ 1024 = 15, 360 convergences with each perturbation magnitude, for
every algorithm.
For our binary algorithms we make our patterns binary by setting values to 0 or 1 if they are positive or
negative, respectively. We confirm that this discretization of the vectors respects the mapping defined
by Eq. 5 in that all pairwise distances between vectors in the different spaces remain approximately
equal. In the continuous setting (used by the latter four algorithms that have “Continuous" as the first
word in their names), we apply a cosine similarity perturbation that is equivalent to the Hamming
distance perturbation. We aggregate the results and plot their mean and standard deviation as a
function of perturbation magnitude. For these experiments, we test two different sets of parameters,
one following the Attention setup where n = 64 and r = 2n [1]; the other the canonical SDM setup
where n = 1, 000 and r = 1, 000, 000 [13]. In both cases, m = 1, 024 is used because it is the
maximum number of patterns that can be input at one time into the GPT2 variant of the Transformer
[3].
We use the same parameters for all experiments except for “Binary Neuron SDM", where we drop
one order of magnitude in the number of neurons to r = 100, 000 and use the lower dimensional
Attention n = 64. This is because it is very expensive to compute Hamming distances between all
neurons, patterns, and queries without highly parallelized and high memory computational resources.
We compare the neuron based SDM implementation to the “Binary SDM Limited Neurons" algorithm
it is isomorphic to in expectation as a sanity check.
Random Patterns - Attention Settings
Our theoretical convergence results for SDM that assumed random patterns are replicated well
in both parameter settings. Figure 18 shows every algorithm aside from “Binary Neuron SDM”,
which needed fewer neurons to efficiently run and is shown separately. Each plot shows the convergence performance of a different algorithm with six different Hamming radii for the read and
write operations that spread a wide range of possible values including those that are deemed optimal:
d ∈ {5, 9, 11, 15, 19, 27} corresponding to the fractions of the space p ∈ {1e − 13, 1e − 9, 1e −
8, 7e−6, 3.68e−4, 0.1}. For the algorithms using binary vectors, we compute the Hamming distance
of the converged query to its target and convert this to cosine similarity so that all plots have the same
scale and y-axis. We also plot baseline values which are the cosine similarity between the target
pattern and the perturbed query before it undergoes convergence. Results that are above the baseline
value show convergence while results that are below show divergence. We perform perturbations up
to a value of 12, any higher and perturbations often make a query closer to a different pattern than the
target pattern, making successful convergence impossible.
There are a few take-aways from these plots. First, and most importantly, there is close agreement
between all of the algorithms. Aside from one exception, only when using the smallest d = 5 at
the largest perturbation is there disagreement between the algorithms and this can be explained by
SDM theory. Also note that d = 5 is the optimal d∗ for maximum memory capacity and assumes no
query noise, which is the opposite of what we are optimizing for here. This agreement is particularly
strong for the third and fourth rows that show “Continuous SDM", “Continuous SDM Binary Fit
Attention", and “Continuous SDM Continuous Fit Attention" where the first uses the continuous circle
intersection and the latter two use softmax approximations to the binary and continuous intersections,
respectively. This shows empirically that across almost all Hamming distances, the approximation
between the SDM circle intersection and softmax equation with a learned β is tight.
The second take-away is that SDM theory can explain these results. In Fig. 19, we show the
theoretical maximum critical distances for each Hamming distance as a function of the number of
neurons used. In this case r = 2n = 2e + 19 is on the far right of the plot. d = 27 has a critical
distance of zero meaning it never converges as is shown for every algorithm. d = 5 is the next worst,
failing around a perturbation ≈ 11 and we can see that all the algorithms using the circle intersection
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Figure 18: All of the SDM and Attention approximations closely agree using Random Patterns and
the Attention parameters: n = 64, r = 2n and m = 1024. These results also largely agree with the
critical distance convergence theory in Fig. 19.

in binary space (both plots in the top row and the second row on the right) show this drop off. A
violation of the theory is the drop in performance of d = 19 at a perturbation of 12, however, the
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Figure 19: Showing how the critical distance increases with the number of neurons in the space for
Hamming read and write radii, d ∈ {5, 9, 11, 15, 19, 27}. These maximum critical distances hold in
the experimental results of Figs. 18 and 18.

error bards indicate this is only statistically significant in the case of the second row left plot “Binary
SDM Binary Fit Attention". Here, performance remains above the baseline but why it falls is unclear,
we hypothesize it may have to do with the use of the softmax pattern weightings when combined
with binary vectors. Note that in the Binary setting on the top row d = 5 falls to a cosine similarity of
0.0 at the largest perturbation while in the second row right plot that uses the same circle intersection
but with continuous vectors it only falls to the baseline value. This is entirely explained by our
implementation of the binary versus continuous algorithms. In the continuous setting when there
is a lack of any circle intersections as is the case here, to avoid NaN values we reset our updated
query to its version before it was updated, in this case setting the query back to its perturbed state.
This is instead of becoming an all 0s vector which is what happens in the binary space due to the
lack of any circle intersections (weighting each pattern by a weight of 0). Because our binary vectors
are generated to be half 0s and half 1s in expectation, our all 0s vector corresponds to an orthogonal
cosine similarity of 0 as shown. Note that d = 5 being too small is not an issue when using the
continuous SDM circle intersection equation as shown by the fact it does not fall in performance.
This is because the curvature of the L2 normalized n-dimensional hypersphere enables intersections
to continue existing for larger distances between vectors as is discussed in Appendix B.3.
As a third take-away, the “Binary SDM" and “Binary SDM Limited Neurons” (top row) perform
identically, this is because, while we enforce a finite number of neurons in the latter algorithm, there
are a large r = 2n number of neurons occupying every possible location in the binary vector space,
which is more than sufficient. This is not the case for later experiments.
We plot the real SDM neuron implementation separately in Fig. 20 that uses only, r = 100, 000
neurons to make the computation more tractable. The only difference between “Binary Neuron
SDM" and “Binary SDM Limited Neurons" is that the former simulates real neurons at random,
uniformly distributed locations, while the latter computes the circle intersection with an expected,
finite number of neurons present. This difference should be largely removed in expectation over the
many simulations run but “Binary Neuron SDM" will be higher variance, due to its random neuron
initialization. We confirm that the expected result is what we get with both algorithms agreeing.
This helps validate that all of our algorithms are correctly implemented in that they agree with the
original and most biologically plausible SDM implementation [13]. These results also agree with the
maximum critical distance theory of Fig. 18 where we are operating with r = 106 neurons such that
d = 19 is the only distance with a non-zero critical distance. We still ran and plotted all of the other
d values to show that both algorithms fail in the same ways. For “Binary Neuron SDM" d = 19, at
the largest perturbation value drops off slightly (this is partly obstructed by the legend) but we stated
that we should expect higher variance from this algorithm and the standard deviation error bar shows
this difference is not statistically significant.
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Figure 20: The biologically plausible “Binary Neuron SDM" algorithm (Left) agrees with “Binary
SDM Neuron Limited” (Right), which is isomorphic in expectation. This provides good validation
that all the algorithms we consider are correctly implemented. “Binary Neuron SDM" is made
tractable to compute by reducing the number of neurons to r = 100, 000 and using the Attention
parameters n = 64 and m = 1024. We use the same Hamming radii d as in the previous figure 18.
Random Patterns - Canonical SDM Settings
Here we show the same plots as above but using the canonical SDM setting of n = 1, 000 and
r = 1, 000, 000, while m remains equal to 1, 024. Our perturbations sizes are again close to as
large as they can be at a max value of 375, while still ensuring each perturbed query remains
closest to its target pattern. We use the same fractions of the space as in the n = 64 setting p ∈
{1e−13, 1e−9, 1e−8, 7e−6, 3.68e−4, 0.1} that corresponds to d ∈ {384, 405, 411, 431, 447, 480}.
Note these values are a significantly wider range than the optimal d∗ values d∗ ∈ {444, 447, 448}
provided in Table 1 but that these optimal d∗ are for m = 10, 000 not m = 1, 024 so are not directly
comparable.
Figure 21 shows similarly good convergence between algorithms with a few notable discrepancies.
First, in the top row, there is a difference in performance between “Binary SDM" and “Binary SDM
Limited Neurons” that is explained by the small, finite number of neurons in the latter case where
the only successful d = 447, as is exactly predicted by the theoretical critical distances of Fig. 22
where r = 106 and performance begins to drop around 300. This includes predicting that the critical
distance of d = 431 is ≈ 100 when we begin to see a performance decline.
Another discrepancy is where “Continuous SDM" and “Continuous Binary SDM" that use the circle
intersection outperform all of the Attention fits for d = 447 at larger perturbations. The Attention
fits match the theoretical critical distance prediction of Fig. 22 in declining at 300 but this does not
hold in the actual SDM circle intersection computations. We cannot explain this difference currently
aside from that we should expect for disagreements with our Attention approximation and its β fit to
appear at larger perturbations because this is when the circle intersection exponential approximation
is less accurate.
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Figure 21: SDM algorithms largely converge in the canonical SDM setting with n = 1, 000,
m = 1, 024, r = 1, 000, 000 across Hamming radii d. It is hard to see due to the overlapping lines
aside from “Binary SDM Neuron Limited" every d performs perfectly aside from where it is otherwise
clear. For “Binary SDM Neuron Limited", only d = 431 and d = 447 show any convergence with
the other algorithms all giving cosine similarities of ≈ 0. This result where the number of neurons
is finite agrees with the theoretical critical distances shown in Fig. 22 and with the definitions of
optimal d∗ where only d = 447 works well across all algorithms when r = 106 .
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Figure 22: Theoretical results showing how the critical distance relates to the number of neurons in
the space. In these experiments r = 106 making many of the d values have critical distances of 0.
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MNIST
SDM’s theoretical convergence results were made tractable by assuming the patterns were randomly
distributed throughout the space [13]. However, this is not the case with real world data and we test
changes in convergence performance with the MNIST handwritten digits dataset [87].
Here, we do not allow our neurons to learn the MNIST data manifold, which would theoretically
allow for performance to be the same as with the random pattern dataset [29]. Instead, we use random
neurons to test to what extent the random pattern assumption holds with correlated data. For all of
our experiments we set n = 784 as this is the dimensionality of flattened, 28x28 dimensional MNIST
images. We tested making our MNIST digits binary using the simple rule of setting any non-zero
pixel value to a value of 1. However, this does not respect the pairwise distance preservation between
binary and continuous spaces making all pairwise distances on average closer and the problem harder
in the binary setting. We thus only use the four continuous vector algorithms. These algorithms still
have poor performance on the raw MNIST digits. We are able to significantly improve performance
in the next section by learning projection matrices.
Note that for all of these results, when performance of the associative memory fails to converge it
does not collapse to an orthogonal cosine similarity of 0, like with the random patterns. We reason
that this is because of the correlated nature of the patterns where they may converge to a superposition
of similar patterns. In Fig. 23, we perform the same analysis as with the random patterns where
m = 1, 024 and using the same p fractions of the space and their corresponding Hamming radii. Only
the smallest Hamming radius d = 290 is able to converge for smaller perturbation magnitudes which
we believe is due to the patterns being so correlated in the space. Note that unlike with the Random
Patterns dataset we no longer confirm that the perturbed query is still closest to its target pattern. This
allows us to explore larger perturbation magnitudes than otherwise and how well convergence can
happen to closely related patterns.
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Figure 23: Using correlated MNIST digits significantly reduces SDM and Attention performance.
All of the continuous algorithms used agree well showing that Attention’s approximation to SDM
still holds. Only the smallest Hamming radius of d = 290 is at all successful and we hypothesize this
is due to the many correlated patterns that introduce noise when larger radii are used. Performance is
dramatically improved when a projection matrix is learnt, especially for larger d as is shown in the
next sub-section.
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B.7.2

Learnt Projections for MNIST and CIFAR

In order to better assess the capabilities of SDM with correlated patterns, we learn a projection matrix
to map image pixels into a latent n = 64 dimensional continuous vector space. This not only reduces
the dimensionality of the space, making the randomly distributed neurons better fill the space but
also can increase the separability of similar patterns by spreading out the data manifold, reducing
noise during convergence. We also assess how performance changes as a function of many different
numbers of neurons, r ∈ {3e + 09, 1e + 13, 3e + 16, 1e + 20} and with an unconstrained, non-finite
number.
For these experiments, we work with the continuous vector algorithms. We use Pytorch autodifferentiation to train via backpropagation a weight matrix with the loss function being the mean
squared error between the target pattern and converged query. Training proceeds as follows: the
projection weight matrix is random initialized. A random batch of 128 MNIST (m = 60, 000) or
CIFAR10 (m = 50, 000) images from the training dataset are selected to be target patterns. These
target patterns are converted into a query by randomly perturbing them to be somewhere between the
cosine similarity equivalent of 10 and 100 Hamming distance away. These queries and the whole
training dataset are projected into the n = 64 dimensional latent space and then L2 normalized.
Each query computes its cosine similarity with every pattern by taking a dot product and uses the
“Continous SDM Binary Fit Attention" algorithm to weight each pattern. This applies Attention’s
softmax function with a learned β value fit to the binary SDM circle intersection determined by
the chosen Hamming radius. A weighted sum of the original pixel images (their pattern pointers in
an auto-associative setting that are not L2 normalized) is then performed to update the query and
return it to the original image dimensionality. During training each query is given one update step to
converge before its mean squared error with its target image is computed and its loss backpropagated
to train the projection weight matrix. While the query is only updated once during training, during
testing, if the query has not converged, it is projected again using the same weight matrix and can
update itself up to 10 times.
Upon training the projection matrix for 10 epochs (iterations through the entire training dataset) we test
its convergence on both the train and test datasets with all four continuous algorithms using the binary
and continuous circle intersections and the softmax Attention approximations to each. We use the
Limited Neuron versions of the circle intersections which allows us to test performance as a function
of neuron number. The algorithms use are: “Continous Binary SDM Limited Neurons", “Continous
SDM Limited Neurons", “Continous SDM Binary Fit Attention", and “Continous SDM Continuous
Fit Attention". Training of the projection matrix is repeated 3 times for each Hamming radius used to
ensure that its random initialization does not create anomalous performance. Repetitions occur for
each Hamming radius as this determines the β value used in the softmax during training and the size
of the circle intersections. This in turn influences what projections should be learnt.
Note that we perform only limited hyperparameter tuning of our projection matrices, for example,
of the learning rate, number of epochs and optimizer (we use Adam [89]). The purpose of these
experiments is not to get optimal performance but show as a proof of concept that, analogous to
Transformer Attention, a projection matrix can be learnt that significantly improves performance
for correlated and complex real world datasets. Also note that during training we only perturb up
to a Hamming distance of 100 while during testing we perturb up to 300, this likely explains why
performance for each algorithm begins significantly declining after a perturbation distance of 100.
Figures 24 and 25 show example perturbations and convergences for each of the four continuous
algorithms when applied to random images in the train and test distributions to give a sense for the
size of the perturbations and corresponding differences in performance. These examples use d = 5
which has the highest variance in performance at larger perturbation amounts to illustrate what poor
convergence looks like. We do not check that our perturbations keep our target pattern as the closest
to the query so there are a number of cases where it is guaranteed that the query will not converge
correctly, however, we still attempt to perform convergence and expect it to find closely related
patterns.
Figures 26 and 27 show training performance for each algorithm and in every case, learning the
projection matrix dramatically improves performance for the three smallest Hamming radii, d ∈
{5, 9, 11}. We only display these radii along with d = 15 as d ∈ {19, 27} were both flat lines like
d = 15 with slightly lower performance respectively and only introduce clutter to the plots. We
hypothesize that these larger d values are suboptimal for such large numbers of patterns m, especially
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Figure 24: Perturbations applied to MNIST for two randomly chosen digits from the training
distribution (Left) and test distribution (Right). The leftmost column is the perturbations of the digit
that increase row-wise from Hamming distance: {0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} that are mapped
to their equivalent cosine similarities (these represent the Baselines in Figs. 26 and 27). Each the
proceeding columns are in order: “Continous Binary SDM Limited Neurons", “Continous SDM
Limited Neurons", “Continous SDM Binary Fit Attention", and “Continous SDM Continuous Fit
Attention". We are using the worst performing d = 5 Hamming radius that has the biggest difference
in performance and assuming there are infinite neurons. Recall that the projection matrix was only
trained on perturbations up to 100 (the third row) so any larger perturbations are out of distribution.

when dealing with correlated patterns and not learning neuron locations. Note that these plots
show the non-finite neuron setting, making the same assumption of infinite neurons as Transformer
Attention and also to assess their maximum performance abilities.
For both MNIST and CIFAR, there is also close convergence in performance between the algorithms.
The only major difference in performance is when d = 5 for the “Continous Binary SDM Limited
Neurons" algorithm. We believe this performance drop is related to the same performance drops seen
in the Random Pattern cases (Fig. 18) where at larger distances d = 5 is too small for the magnitude
of the perturbations, as was explained by the theoretical convergence result of Fig. 19. In this case,
we also use much larger perturbations and do not check if the target remains the closest so the poor
performance of d = 5 is more apparent. As noted in the Random pattern section, d being too small is
not an issue when using the continuous SDM circle intersection equation because the curvature of its
L2 normalized n-dimensional hypersphere space.
While the cosine similarity performance across the whole dataset for MNIST and CIFAR shown in
Figs. 26 and 27 looks similar, it is clear from the randomly generated convergence examples in Figs.
24 and 25 along with other examples not shown that convegerence to the target is much worse for
CIFAR. Failing to find the target image but still having high cosine similarity suggests that CIFAR
datapoints are more correlated. CIFAR also overfits to its training data more than MNIST as shown
in the test distribution image used on the right in Fig. 25. It makes sense that CIFAR test images are
more out of distribution than those of MNIST, which are much lower complexity.
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Figure 25: The same as the above Figure 24 but for the CIFAR dataset. We note that the test
distribution (Right) performs much worse than the training distribution (Left).

Figure 26: Training a projection matrix significantly improves MNIST critical distances for a number
of the smaller Hamming radii. There is also close agreement between algorithms aside from d = 5,
which is explained by the binary SDM circle intersection ceasing to exist at larger perturbation
magnitudes for this particularly small Hamming radius.
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Figure 27: The gains in performance from learning the projection matrix apply to CIFAR10 in
addition to MNIST with similar convergences between algorithms.
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In Figures 28 and 29 we show how performance changes as a function of neuron number. Infinite
neurons means that we do not enforce any integer value on the decimal places of precision in the
weightings for each pattern, allowing maximum information in how each is relatively weighted that
is analogous to Attention. The color scheme across plots is consistent but we do not show neuron
numbers when there are too few for even the largest expected circle intersection to contain at least one
neuron. We show each plot for the three most performant Hamming radii, d ∈ {5, 9, 11} for each row
with the columns corresponding to “Continuous Binary SDM Limited Neurons" and “Continuous
SDM Limited Neurons", respectively.
These results confirm that reducing the number of neurons harms performance in a gradual way. As
an additional observation, in the MNIST and CIFAR figures, the bottom left plot where d = 11 and
the binary SDM circle intersection is used it is surprising the orange r = 3e + 09 performs above
baseline, while it fails to for the continuous circle intersection in the same row on the right. The
same effect can be seen in the middle row with the green r = 1e + 13. The circle intersections
in continuous space are smaller such that enforcing a finite number of neurons has a larger effect
on precision of its circle intersection weightings. In support of this, comparing rows we can see
in general how for the same d there are fewer valid numbers of neurons for the continuous circle
intersection algorithm column on the right.
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Figure 28: MNIST convergence across different numbers of neurons. We show each plot for the three
best performing Hamming radii, d ∈ {5, 9, 11} for each row with “Continuous Binary SDM Limited
Neurons" in the left column and “Continuous SDM Limited Neurons" in the right. When a given
neuron number line cannot be seen it is always hidden behind the best performing line that is visible
in the plot.
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Figure 29: CIFAR convergence as a across different numbers of neurons. We show each plot for the
three best performing Hamming radii, d ∈ {5, 9, 11} for each row with “Continuous Binary SDM
Limited Neurons" in the left column and “Continuous SDM Limited Neurons" in the right. When a
given neuron number line cannot be seen it is always hidden behind the best performing line that is
visible in the plot.
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For the sake of completeness, Figures 30 and 31 show the same plots as Figures 26 and 27 but for the
test datasets instead of train ones that the projection matrices were fit to. Performance is clearly worse
showing that the projection matrix does not generalize well. However, we restate that learning the
projection matrices here was a proof of concept and not optimized to avoid overfitting. In addition,
the projection matrix is capable of handling m = 60, 000 for MNIST and m = 50, 000 for CIFAR
training datasets, approximately 50x more patterns in the space than in the m = 1, 024 setting used
for the raw MNIST images of Fig. 23.

Figure 30: MNIST Test dataset performance showing the projection matrix does not generalize well.
The number of patterns m corresponds to the number that this projection matrix was trained on, not
the number of patterns contained in the test set which is 10,000.
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Figure 31: CIFAR Test dataset performance showing the projection matrix does not generalize well.
The number of patterns m corresponds to the number that this projection matrix was trained on, not
the number of patterns contained in the test set which is 10,000.
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